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We present a protocol for performing state merging when multiple parties share a sin-
gle copy of a mixed state, and analyze the entanglement cost in terms of min- and max-
entropies. Our protocol allows for interpolation between corner points of the rate region
without the need for time-sharing, a primitive which is not available in the one-shot set-
ting. We also compare our protocol to the more naive strategy of repeatedly applying a
single-party merging protocol one party at a time, by performing a detailed analysis of the
rates required to merge variants of the embezzling states. Finally, we analyze a variation
of multiparty merging, which we call split-transfer, by considering two receivers and many
additional helpers sharing a mixed state. We give a protocol for performing a split-transfer
and apply it to the problem of assisted entanglement distillation.
I. INTRODUCTION
An important part of quantum information theory is concerned with the design and analy-
sis of quantum communication protocols. The subject has flourished over the past two decades,
with early discoveries like teleportation [1] and superdense coding [2] laying the groundwork
for a series of major advances over the last five years. (See, for example, [3–10].) Another early
result, Schumacher compression [11], studies the amount of quantum communication required
to transmit to another location a sequence of quantum states |ψA1 〉|ψA2 〉|ψA3 〉 . . . emitted by a sta-
tistical source. If we assume the states coming from the source are independent and identically
distributed (i.e an i.i.d source), we get the quantum analogue of Shannon compression, and the
optimal rate of compression is given by the von Neumann entropy S(ρ) of the density matrix
ρ =
∑
j pjψj associated with the source [11]. This gives an informational meaning to the von
Neumann entropy, whose original definition was motivated by the desire to extend the Gibbs
entropy, a thermodynamical concept, to the quantum setting. Schumacher compression is often
used in more complex protocols as a preliminary preprocessing step.
Other information theoretic quantities, such as the conditional vonNeumann entropyS(A|B)ψ
[12] and the conditional mutual information I(A : B|R)ψ [7], were only more recently given
meaning [4, 7, 13]. If we consider an i.i.d. source S emitting an unknown sequence of states
|ψAB1 〉|ψAB2 〉 . . . |ψABn 〉, distributed to two spatially separated parties A (Alice) and B (Bob), an
interpretation of S(A|B)ψ can be obtained [4, 13] as the optimal rate at which pure entangle-
ment needs to be consumed in order to transfer the entire sequence to Bob’s location. When-
ever S(A|B)ψ is negative, it is understood that entanglement is gained instead of consumed and
that the transfer can be accomplished using only local operations and classical communication
(LOCC). The first protocol [4, 13] for achieving this task, also known as state merging, was based
on a random measurement strategy, a popular approach when designing quantum communica-
tion protocols. Examples of other tasks that can be achieved using this approach are distributed
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2compression [14] and assisted distillation [15]. In assisted distillation, m helpers C1, C2, . . . , Cm
and two recipients A and B share a multipartite pure state ψC1C2...CmAB , and the objective is to
extract an optimal amount of pure entanglement between A and B by using LOCC operations
and classical information broadcasted by them helpers C1, C2, . . . , Cm.
Both distributed compression and assisted distillation involve multiple parties (i.e more than
two) sharing a multipartite state ψ. In the case of distributed compression, we can use the state
merging primitive to perform compression at an optimal rate by transferring each sender’s share
one at a time [4]. This strategy will work for any rate which is a corner point of the boundary of
the rate region associated with distributed compression. To achieve compression at rates which
are not corner points, however, we need to use a time-sharing strategy as the decoding operation
performed by the receiver can only recover the shares one at a time. One contribution of this
paper is to present a protocol for the more general task of multiparty state merging which will
eliminate the need for time-sharing. That is, we considerm sendersC1, C2, . . . , Cm and a decoder
B sharing a multipartite mixed state ψC1C2...CmB, potentially with additional entanglement in the
form of EPR pairs (ebits) distributed between the decoder and each of them senders. Given many
copies of the input stateψC1C2...CmB , the task is to transfer the sharesC1, C2, . . . , Cm to the receiver
B with high fidelity using only LOCC operations.
If only a single copy of the state ψC1C2...CmB is available to the parties, we can use our proto-
col to achieve merging within an error tolerance ǫ if we distribute enough initial entanglement
between each of the senders and the receiver. In this regime, a more naive strategy consisting of
repeatedly applying a one-shot state merging protocol [16] on one sender at a time will generally
require more initial entanglement to perform the state transfer than does our protocol. In addi-
tion, this strategy only yields a handful of achievable combinations of entanglement costs and
does not permit interpolating between them. A full characterization of the entanglement cost in
the one-shot regime when m = 1 was performed by [16] using smooth min- and max-entropies.
By applying the random measurement strategy of [4] and by using the min- and max-entropy
formalism of [17], we generalize some of the results of [16] to the multipartite case (m ≥ 2). This
work complements other recent attempts to study quantum information theory in the one-shot
setting [18–22].
To perform assisted distillation in the context of multiple parties, we introduce a second de-
coder, whomwe labelA (Alice), and consider a variation ofmultiparty merging. Given a partition
of the helpers C1, C2 . . . , Cm into a set T and its complement T := {C1C2 . . . Cm}\T , we want to
transfer the shares T and T to the locations of the decodersA andB respectively. We call this task
a split-transfer of the state ψC1C2...CmB . A protocol for performing a split-transfer can be obtained
by using the random measurement strategy on C1, C2, . . . , Cm, followed by appropriate decod-
ings UA and VB by the decodersA andB. The optimal achievable rate for assisted distillation was
found in [4] by using a recursive argument. By using a split-transfer protocol, we give a simpler
demonstration which does not rely on a recursive argument.
Structure of the paper: In Section II, we introduce the definition for multiparty merging of
a state ψC1C2...CmBR and review the known results for the i.i.d setting. In Section III, we formu-
late a condition that a set of instruments performed by the senders C1, C2, . . . , Cm must satisfy in
order to accomplish merging within a fixed error tolerance. In Section IV, we consider random
measurements performed by the senders C1, C2, . . . , Cm and prove an upper bound to the quan-
tum error when a single copy of the input state is available. We analyze the asymptotic setting
in Section V, recovering the main theorem of Section II without the need for time-sharing. In
Section VI, we reformulate the bounds obtained in Section III in terms of min-entropies and give
necessary and sufficient conditions for merging in the one-shot regime. SectionVII is devoted to
analyzing the rates achievable for variants of the embezzling states, comparing our protocol to a
3strategy of merging the shares one at a time. We introduce a split-transfer of the state ψC1C2...CmB
in Section VIII and show the existence of a protocol for performing this task. We use this pro-
tocol to recover the optimal distillation rate for the problem of assisted distillation. Appendices,
containing relevant folklore material, appear at the end.
Notation: In this paper, we restrict our attention to finite dimensional Hilbert spaces. Quantum
systems under considerationwill be denotedA,B, . . . , and are freely associatedwith their Hilbert
spaces, whose (finite) dimensions are denoted dA, dB , etc... If A and B are two Hilbert spaces,
we write AB ≡ A ⊗ B for their tensor product and write An for the tensor product ⊗ni=1A.
If we have m Hilbert spaces A1, A2, . . . , Am, we write AM for the tensor product
⊗m
i=1Ai. An
ancilla augmenting the system Ai is denoted as A
0
i . We write A
0
M for the tensor product
⊗m
i=1A
0
i
of m ancillas A01, A
0
2, . . . , A
0
m. The maximally entangled state
1√
Ki
∑Ki
k=1 |k〉|k〉 of Schmidt rank
Ki is denoted as |ΦKi〉. We write ΦK for the density operator |ΦK1〉〈ΦK1 | ⊗ |ΦK2〉〈ΦK2 | ⊗ . . . ⊗
|ΦKm〉〈ΦKm |. The space of linear operators acting on the Hilbert space A is denoted by L(A). The
identity operator acting on A is denoted by IA. The symbol idA denotes the identity map acting
on L(A). Unless otherwise stated, a ”state” can be either pure or mixed. The symbol for such a
state (such as ψ and ρ) also denotes its density operator. The density operator |ψ〉〈ψ| of a pure
state will frequently be written as ψ. We denote by τA the maximally mixed state of dimension
dA. We write S(A)ψ = −Tr(ψA logψA) to denote the von Neumann entropy of a density matrix
ψA for the system A. The function F (ρ, σ) := Tr
√
ρ1/2σρ1/2 is the fidelity [23] between the two
states ρ and σ. The trace norm of an operator, ‖X‖1 is defined to be Tr|X| = Tr
√
X†X. We will
use the terms ”receiver” and ”decoder” interchangeably throughout the following sections.
II. DEFINITIONS ANDMAIN RESULT
For a bipartite state ρAB , the operation known as quantum state merging can be viewed in two
different ways. The original formulation of the problem [4] was in terms of a statistical source
emitting (unknown) states |ψAB1 〉, |ψAB2 〉, . . . , with average density operator ρAB assumed to be
known by the parties. The objective was then to transfer the entire sequence to the location of
the decoder (Bob) using as little quantum communication as possible. An equivalent view of the
problem is to consider a purification ψABR of the density matrix ρAB , and regard the process of
merging as that of transferring all the correlations between Alice’s share and the purification sys-
tem R to the location of the decoder B. This means decoupling Alice’s system from the reference
R, while leaving the state ψR intact (up to some arbitrarily small perturbation) in the process. The
receiver will hold a purification φBR of the systemR, and since all purifications are equivalent up
to an isometry on the purification system, he can recover the original state ψABR by applying an
appropriate isometry to φBR. Additional entanglement between Alice and Bob might be distilled
in the process.
To analyze the multipartite scenario, where m senders and a decoder/receiver share a state
ψC1C2...CmBR, with purifying systemR, we adopt the second view and look at the transformations
that can be performed by the senders on their shares to allow the receiver to recover the purified
state ψC1C2...CmBR with high fidelity. The resources at their disposal will be pure entanglement,
in the form of maximally entangled states shared between each of the senders C1, C2, . . . , Cm and
the receiver Bob, and noiseless classical channels, which will be used to transmit measurement
outcomes to the receiver. Any transformation applied by the senders will need to decouple the
reference R from the senders’ shares C1, C2, . . . , Cm and leave the reference unchanged. Other-
wise, the receiver might hold a purification that cannot be taken, by means of an isometry, to
the original state. If each of the senders C1, C2, . . . , Cm perform an incomplete measurement, de-
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FIG. 1: Picture of the initial and final steps of a multiparty state merging protocol.
scribed by Kraus operators Pi mapping Ci to a subspace C
1
i , we would want each outcome state
ψ
C11C
1
2 ...C
1
mR
J to have a product form
ψ
C11C
1
2 ...C
1
mR
J ≈ ψ
C11C
1
2 ...C
1
m
J ⊗ ψR, (1)
where J = (j1, j2, . . . , jm) are themeasurement outcomes. The states {ψC
1
1C
1
2 ...C
1
m
J } could be entan-
gled and/or contain classical correlations between some of the subsystemsC11 , C
1
2 , . . . , C
1
m. In this
paper, we will primarily be concerned with extracting pure bipartite entanglement, in the form
of maximally entangled states 1√
K
∑K
i=1 |k〉|k〉 shared between the senders and the decoder, and
thus, we will further impose that the operations applied by the senders destroy all correlations
existing with the other senders’ shares. That is, we want
ψ
C11C
1
2 ...C
1
mR
J ≈ τC
1
1 ⊗ τC12 ⊗ . . . ⊗ τC1m ⊗ ψR, (2)
where τC
1
i is themaximally mixed state of dimensionLi on the subspaceC
1
i . With this assumption
in mind, we can give a definition of a multiparty state merging for a state ψC1C2...CmBR.
Let Λm→ : CMC0M ⊗ BB0M → C1M ⊗ B1MBBM be an LOCC quantum operation performed by
the senders C1, C2, . . . , Cm and the decoder B. Initially, each sender Ci is given an ancilla C
0
i .
The receiver also has ancillas B0M := B
0
1B
0
2 . . . B
0
m, with dB0i
= dC0i
, and B1M := B
1
1B
1
2 . . . B
1
m
with dB1i
= dC1i
. Before the map Λm→ is applied, the systems C0M and B
0
M will hold maximally
entangled states ΦK1 ⊗ ΦK2 ⊗ . . . ⊗ ΦKm , where ΦKi has Schmidt rank Ki = dC0
i
and is shared
between the sender Ci and the receiver B. After the map Λ
m→ is applied, the senders share a
subsystem C1M := C
1
1C
1
2 . . . C
1
m of CM , and the receiver holds three systems: B, B
1
M and BM , with
BM being an ancillary system of dimension of the same size as the system CM .
This operation will implement merging, as illustrated in Figure 1, if the output state of the
map idR ⊗ Λm→ is approximately a tensor product of the initial state ψC1C2...CmBR and maximally
entangled states ΦL := ΦL1 ⊗ΦL2 ⊗ . . .⊗ΦLm shared between the senders and the decoder. Each
ΦLi is a maximally entangled state of Schmidt rank Li on the tensor space C
1
i B
1
i . More formally,
we have
Definition 1 (m-Party State Merging) Let Λm→ be defined as in the previous paragraphs. We say that
Λm→ is anm-party state merging protocol for the state ψC1C2...CmBR with error ǫ and entanglement cost
5−→
E := (logK1 − logL1, logK2 − logL2, . . . , logKm − logLm) if∥∥∥∥(idR ⊗ Λm→)(ψC1C2...CmBR ⊗ ΦK)− ψBMBR ⊗ ΦL
∥∥∥∥
1
≤ ǫ, (3)
where the state ψBMBR corresponds to the initial state ψC1C2...CmBR with the system BM substituted for
CM . If we are given n copies of the same state, ψ = (σ)
⊗n, the entanglement rate
−→
R (σ) is defined as−→
R (σ) := 1n
−→
E (ψ).
Before stating the main theorem, we need to define what it means for a rate-tuple
−→
R to be
achievable for multiparty merging using LOCC operations.
Definition 2 (The Rate Region) We say that the rate-tuple
−→
R := (R1, R2, . . . , Rm) is achievable for
multiparty merging of the state ψC1C2...CmB if, for all ǫ > 0, we can find an N(ǫ) such that for every
n ≥ N(ǫ) there exists an m-party state merging protocol Λm→ acting on ψ⊗n ⊗ ΦK
n
, with error ǫ and
entanglement rate
−→
Rn :=
1
n(logK
n
1 − logLn1 , logKn2 − logLn2 , . . . , logKnm − logLnm) approaching
−→
R .
We call the closure of the set of achievable rate-tuples the rate region.
Suppose m systems C1, C2, . . . , Cm in the state ψ
C1C2...CmR, where R is a purifying system,
are distributed to m senders, spatially separated from each other. To recover the purified state
ψC1C2...CmR at the receiver’s end, a task called distributed compression, the senders need an
enough supply of initial entanglement. It was shown in [4] that the rate region associated with
distributed compression is characterized by the inequalities
∑
i∈T
Ri ≥ S(T |T )ψ for all nonempty sets T ⊆ {1, 2, . . . ,m}. (4)
Here, the symbol T also denotes the tensor product space T := ⊗i∈T Ci associated with the
set T . The set T is defined as {1, 2, . . . ,m}\T and the tensor product space T as⊗i∈T Ci. If a
rate-tuple (R1, R2, . . . , Rm) is achievable for distributed compression and some of the rates Ri are
negative, then the senders Ci will be able to transfer their shares to the receiver using only LOCC
operations, and furthermore, they will gain a potential for future communication in the form of
maximally entangled states. Allowing the receiver to have side information B as well, leads to
a similar set of equations describing the rate region associated with the task of multiparty state
merging.
Theorem 3 (m-Party Quantum State Merging [4]) Let ψC1C2...CmBR be a pure state shared between
m senders C1, C2, . . . , Cm and a receiver Bob, with purifying system R. Then, the rate
−→
R :=
(R1, R2, . . . , Rm) is achievable for multiparty merging iff the inequality∑
i∈T
Ri ≥ S(T |T B)ψ (5)
holds for all non empty subsets T ⊆ {1, 2, ...,m}.
The theorem was proved in [4] by showing that the corner points of the region are achievable
and then using time-sharing to interpolate between them. In addition to recovering the result
without time-sharing, we will extend it to the one-shot setting. Time-sharing, which consists of
partitioning a large supply of states and applying different protocols to each subset, is impossible
if only a single copy of a state is available. Instead, we will construct a single protocol which
merges all shares at once.
6III. CONDITIONS FORMERGINGMANY PARTIES
Let’s try to construct an LOCC operation Λm→ : CMC0M ⊗ BB0M → C1M ⊗ B1MBBM that when
applied to the state ψC1C2...CmB ⊗ ΦK will achieve merging, and destroy all existing correlations
between the senders’ sharesC1, C2, . . . , Cm at the same time. It can be seen as a three step process:
• First, each sender Ci applies a quantum instrument Ii := {E ij}Xj=1 to his share of the state
ψC1C2...CmBR ⊗ ΦK . This will yield both quantum and classical outputs. Each operator E ij
for the instrument Ii is completely positive, and maps the space CiC0i to the subspace C1i .
• Secondly, the senders C1, C2, . . . , Cm send their classical outputs J := (j1, j2, . . . , jm) to the
decoder B.
• Finally, the decoder will use his side information ψB , his share of the maximally entangled
states {ΦKi}, and the classical information J to perform a decoding operationDJ : BB0M →
B1MBBM (i.e a trace-preserving completely positive map (TP-CPM)) and recover the state
ψC1C2...CmBR ⊗ ΦL.
The state of the systems C1MB
0
MBRX after steps 1 and 2 are performed can be written as:
ψC
1
M
B0
M
BRX :=
∑
J :=j1j2...jm
[(idB
0
M
BR ⊗ EJ)(ψC1C2...CmBR ⊗ ΦK)]C1MB0MBR ⊗ |J〉〈J |X
=
∑
J
pJψ
C1
M
B0
M
BR
J ⊗ |J〉〈J |X ,
(6)
where EJ := E1j1 ⊗ E2j2 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Emjm and ψ
C1MB
0
MBR
J is the normalized state given by (id
B0MBR ⊗
EJ)(ψC1C2...CmBR⊗ΦK). The systemX is an ancillary system held by the receiver which contains
the classical outputs of the instruments I1,I2, . . . ,Im. If we restrict the operators E ij to consist of
only one Kraus operator (i.e E ij(ρ) = Aijρ(Aij)† for all i, j) and to satisfy
∑
j(A
i
j)
†Aij = I
Ci , the out-
come states {ψC
1
MB
0
MBR
J } are pure and are the result of performing m incomplete measurements,
one for each sender Ci.
After the senders have finished performing their instruments, we would ideally like for the
state ψ
C1
M
R
J to be in the product form
ψ
C1MR
J = τ
C11 ⊗ τC12 ⊗ . . .⊗ τC1m ⊗ ψR,
= τC
1
M ⊗ ψR,
(7)
where τC1i
is the maximally mixed state of dimension Li = dC1i
on the space C1i . Suppose, for
the moment, that this property is satisfied for all {ψC
1
MR
J }. Then, the state ψ
C1MB
0
MBR
J purifies
τC
1
M⊗ψR, with purification systemsB0MB. Another purification of τC
1
M⊗ψR is also given byΦL⊗
ψBMBR, where the stateψBMBR corresponds to the original stateψC1C2...CmBR with the systemBM
substituted for CM . It follows from the Schmidt decomposition that these two purifications are
related by an isometry UJ : B
0
MB → B1MBBM on Bob’s side such that
(IC
1
M
R ⊗ UJ)ψC
1
MB
0
MBR
J (I
C1
M
R ⊗ UJ)† = ΦL1 ⊗ ΦL2 ⊗ . . .⊗ ΦLm ⊗ ψBMBR,
= ΦL ⊗ ψBMBR.
(8)
7Hence, if the senders can perfectly decouple their systems CMC
0
M from the reference, their ”R-
entanglement” will be transferred to Bob’s location. Furthermore, by applying UJ , the receiver
will recover the original state and distill some pure bipartite entanglement.
The previous scenario was ideal, and in general, will not be feasible for most states
ψC1C2...CmBR. Hence, we relax our decoupling requirement and accept that the measurements
performed by the senders will perturb the reference ψR up to some tolerable amount, and that
a small dose of correlations between the senders’ shares might still be present. In more formal
terms, we have
Proposition 4 (Compare to Proposition 4 of [4]) Let ψ
C1MB
0
MBR
J be defined as in eq. (6), with reduced
density matrix ψ
C1
M
R
J . Define the following quantity:
QI(ψC1C2...CmBR ⊗ ΦK) :=
∑
J
pJ
∥∥∥∥ψC1MRJ − τC1M ⊗ ψR
∥∥∥∥
1
, (9)
where pJ is the probability of obtaining the state ψ
C1
M
B0
M
BR
J after all the senders have performed their
instruments. If QI(ψC1C2...CmBR ⊗ ΦK) ≤ ǫ, then there exists an LOCC operation Λm→ which is an
m-party state merging protocol for the state ψC1C2...CmBR with error 2
√
ǫ and entanglement cost
−→
E =
(logK1 − logL1, logK2 − logL2, . . . , logKm − logLm).
Proof The proof of the above statement is very similar to the proof of Proposition 4 in [4]. We
give the full proof here for completeness. Using Lemma 21 (see Appendix A), we have
∑
J
pJF (ψ
C1
M
R
J , τ
C1M ⊗ ψR) ≥ 1− ǫ
2
. (10)
By Ulhmann’s theorem, we know there exist an isometry (i.e. a decoding) UJ : B
0
MB → B1MBBM
implementable by Bob such that
F (ψ
C1MR
J , τ
C1
M ⊗ ψR) = F
(
(IC
1
M
R ⊗ UJ)ψC
1
MB
0
MBR
J (I
C1
M
R ⊗ UJ)†,ΦL ⊗ ψBMBR
)
. (11)
Thus, using the concavity of F (see [24] for a proof) in its first argument, we have
F (ψC
1
M
B1
M
BMBR,ΦL ⊗ ψBMBR)
≥
∑
J
pJF
(
(IC
1
M
R ⊗ UJ)ψC
1
MB
0
MBR
J (I
C1
M
R ⊗ UJ)†,ΦL ⊗ ψBMBR
)
≥ 1− ǫ
2
,
(12)
where
ψC1
M
B1
M
BBMR
= (idR ⊗ Λm→)(ψC1C2...CmBR ⊗ ΦK)
:=
∑
J
pJ(I
C1MR ⊗ UJ)|ψJ〉〈ψJ |C1MB0MBR(IC1MR ⊗ UJ)† (13)
is the output state of the protocol. Using the relation between fidelity and trace distance once
more, we arrive at ∥∥∥∥ψC1MB1MBBMR − ΦL ⊗ ψBMBR
∥∥∥∥
1
≤ 2
√
ǫ− ǫ2/4 ≤ 2√ǫ. (14)
⊓⊔
8IV. ONE-SHOTMERGING BY RANDOMMEASUREMENTS
One possible strategy for decoupling the system Ci from the reference R and the other sys-
tems {Cj : j 6= i} is to perform a random von Neumann measurement on Ci with Ni = ⌊dCiLi ⌋
projectors of rank Li, and a little remainder, followed by a unitary Ui mapping the outcome
state to a subspace C1i of CiC
0
i . For such measurements, we can bound the quantum error
QI(ψC1C2...CmBR ⊗ ΦK) as follows:
Proposition 5 (One-Shot Multiparty Merging) Let ψC1C2...CmBR be a multipartite state, with local
dimensions dB , dR and dCi , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and let ΦK be some additional pure entanglement, as defined
in the previous sections, shared between the receiver and the senders. For each sender Ci, there exists an
instrument Ii consisting of Ni := ⌊dCiKiLi ⌋ CP maps
E ij(ρ) := P ijρ(P ij )† 1 ≤ j ≤ Ni, (15)
where P ij : Ci → C1i is a partial isometry of rank Li (i.e. (P ij )†P ij is a projector onto an Li dimensional
subspace of Ci), and one map E i0(ρ) := P i0ρ(P i0)†, where P i0 is of rank L′i = dCiKi −NiLi < Li, such that
the overall quantum error QI(ψC1C2...CmBR ⊗ ΦK) is bounded by
QI(ψC1C2...CmBR ⊗ ΦK) ≤ 2
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
T /∈∅
∏
i∈T
Li
dCiKi
+ 2
√√√√√dR
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
T 6=∅
∏
i∈T
Li
Ki
Tr
[
(ψRT )2
]
=: ∆I ,
(16)
and there is a merging protocol with error at most 2
√
∆I . In fact, for each sender Ci, if we perform a random
von Neumann measurement on Ci followed by a unitary U mapping the outcome state to a subspace C
1
i ,
the left hand side of eq. (16) is bounded from above on average by the right hand side.
To prove this proposition, we will need the following technical lemma, which generalizes
Lemma 6 in [4] to the case ofm senders. The proof will follow a similar line of reasoning.
Lemma 6 (Compare to Lemma 6 in [4]) For each sender Ci, let Pi : Ci → C1i be a random partial
isometry of rank Li. One way to construct such an isometry is to fix some rank Li-projector Qi onto a
subspace C1i of Ci and precede it with a Haar distributed unitary Ui on Ci (i.e Pi := QiUi). Define the
subnormalized density matrix
ωC
1
M
R(U) := (Q1U1 ⊗Q2U2 ⊗ . . .⊗QmUm ⊗ IR)ψCMR(Q1U1 ⊗Q2U2 ⊗ . . .⊗QmUm ⊗ IR)†, (17)
where U := U1 ⊗ U2 ⊗ . . .⊗ Um. Then, we have
∫
U(C1)
∫
U(C2)
· · ·
∫
U(Cm)
∥∥∥∥ωC1MR(U)− LdCM τ
C1M⊗ψR
∥∥∥∥
1
dU ≤ L
dCM
√√√√√dR
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
T 6=∅
∏
i∈T
LiTr
[
(ψRT )2
]
,
(18)
where dU := dU1dU2 . . . dUm,
∫
dUi = 1 and L :=
∏
i Li.
9Proof For the remainder of this proof, we will write
∫
f(U)dU as E[f(U)], indicating expectation,
and abbreviate ωC
1
MR(U) by ωC
1
MR. We have
E
[∥∥∥∥ωC1MR − LdCM τ
C1M ⊗ ψR
∥∥∥∥
2
2
]
= E
[∥∥∥∥ωC1MR − E[ωC1MR]
∥∥∥∥
2
2
]
= E
[
Tr[(ωC
1
M
R)2]
]
− Tr
[
E[ωC
1
M
R]2
]
.
(19)
To evaluate the average of Tr[(ωC
1
M
R)2] , we use the following property:
Tr[(ωC
1
MR)2] = Tr
(
(ωC
1
MR ⊗ ωC′1MR′)(FC1MC′1M ⊗ FRR′)
)
, (20)
where FC
1
M
C′1
M :=
⊗m
i=1 F
C1i C
′1
i is a tensor product of swap operators
FC
1
i C
′1
i := Qi ⊗QiFCiC′iQi ⊗Qi exchanging the system C1i and a copied version C ′1i . The
expectation of Tr[(ωC
1
MR)2] then becomes equal to
E
[
Tr[(ωC
1
M
R)2]
]
= E
[
Tr
(
(ωC
1
M
R ⊗ ωC′1MR′)(FC1MC′1M ⊗ FRR′)
)]
= E
[
Tr
(
(UCM ⊗ UC′M ⊗ IRR′)(ψ
CMR ⊗ ψC′MR′)(UCM ⊗ UC′M ⊗ IRR′)
†(FC
1
MC
′1
M ⊗ FRR′)
)]
= Tr
(
(ψCMR ⊗ ψC′MR′)E
[
(UCM ⊗ UC′M )
†FC
1
M
C′1
M (UCM ⊗ UC′M )
]
⊗ FRR′
)
,
(21)
where we have used the shorthand UCM := U1 ⊗ U2 ⊗ . . . Um, with Ui being a Haar dis-
tributed unitary on Ci. The unitary UC′
M
is identical to UCM but acts on C
′
M . Observe that
the projections {Qi} from the state ωC1MR are absorbed by the swap operators {FC1i C′1i } (i.e
FC
1
i C
′1
i = Qi ⊗ QiFC1i C′1i Qi ⊗ Qi). The expectation E
[
(UCM ⊗ UC′M )†FC
1
M
C′1
M (UCM ⊗ UC′M )
]
can
then be expanded as
E
[
(UCM ⊗ UC′M )
†(FC
1
MC
′1
M )(UCM ⊗ UC′M )
]
=
m⊗
i=1
E
[
(U⊗2i )
†FC
1
i C
′1
i U⊗2i
]
, (22)
where we have used the shorthand U⊗2i := Ui ⊗ Ui. Each of the expected values
E
[
(U⊗2i )
†FC1i C′1i U⊗2i
]
can be re-expressed, using an argumentation similar to the one found in
Appendix B of [4], as
E
[
(U⊗2i )
†FC
1
i C
′1
i U⊗2i
]
= riI
CiC
′
i + siF
CiC
′
i , (23)
where the coefficients ri and si are defined as
ri :=
Li
dCi
dCi − Li
d2Ci − 1
≤ Li
d2Ci
,
si :=
L2i
dCi
dCi − 1
d2Ci − 1
≤ (Li)
2
d2Ci
.
(24)
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Substituting eqs. (22), (23) and (24) into eq. (21), we get
E
[
Tr(ωC
1
M
R)2
]
= Tr
[
(ψCMR ⊗ ψC′MR′)
m⊗
i=1
(
riI
CiC′i + siF
CiC′i
)
⊗ FRR′
]
=
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
∏
i/∈T
ri
∏
i∈T
siTr
[
(ψRT )2
]
,
(25)
where T appearing in ψRT denotes the system ⊗i∈T Ci. When T is the empty set, the last
expression in eq. (25) reduces to
∏m
i=1 riTr[(ψ
R)2]. From eq. (24), we can bound the quantity∏m
i=1 riTr[(ψ
R)2] from above by:
m∏
i=1
riTr[(ψ
R)2] ≤ L
d2CM
Tr[(ψR)2]
= Tr
[
L2
d2CM
(τC
1
M )2 ⊗ (ψR)2
]
= Tr
[(
L
dCM
τC
1
M ⊗ ψR
)2]
= Tr
[
E[ωC
1
M
R]2
]
.
(26)
Hence, using eqs. (16), (20), (21) and the previous bound, we have
E
[∥∥∥∥ωC1MR − LdCM τ
C1M ⊗ ψR
∥∥∥∥
2
2
]
≤
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
T /∈∅
∏
i/∈T
Li
d2Ci
∏
i∈T
(Li)
2
d2Ci
Tr
[
(ψRT )2
]
. (27)
To obtain a bound on E
[∥∥∥∥ωC1MR − LdCM τC
1
M ⊗ ψR
∥∥∥∥
1
]
, we use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality:
E
[∥∥∥∥ωC1MR − LdCM τ
C1
M ⊗ ψR
∥∥∥∥
2
1
]
≤ LdRE
[∥∥∥∥ωC1MR − LdCM τ
C1
M ⊗ ψR
∥∥∥∥
2
2
]
≤ LdR
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
T 6=∅
∏
i/∈T
Li
d2Ci
∏
i∈T
(Li)
2
d2Ci
Tr
[
(ψRT )2
]
≤ L2 dR
d2CM
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
T 6=∅
∏
i∈T
LiTr
[
(ψRT )2
]
.
(28)
And thus,
E
[∥∥∥∥ωC1MR − LdCM τ
C1
M ⊗ ψR
∥∥∥∥
1
]
≤ L
dCM
√√√√√dR
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
T 6=∅
∏
i∈T
LiTr
[
(ψRT )2
]
. (29)
⊓⊔
Proof of Proposition 5 Fix a randommeasurement by choosing, for each senderCi,Ni := ⌊dCiKiLi ⌋
fixed orthogonal subspaces ofCiC
0
i of dimensionLi and one of dimensionL
′
i = dCiKi−NiLi < Li.
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The projectors onto these subspaces followed by a fixed unitary mapping it to C1i , we denote by
Qji , j = 0, ..., Ni. Note thatQ
0
i projects onto a subspace of dimension L
′
i < Li. Set P
j
i := Q
j
iUi with
a Haar distributed random unitary Ui on CiC
0
i . Applying Lemma 6 for a measurement outcome
J = (j1, j2, . . . , jm), with ω
C1
M
R
J = (Q
j1
1 U1 ⊗ Qj22 U2 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Qjmm Um ⊗ IR)ψCMR ⊗ τC
0
M (Qj11 U1 ⊗
Qj22 U2 ⊗ . . .⊗Qjmm Um ⊗ IR)†, we have
E
[ N1∑
j1=1
N2∑
j2=1
· · ·
Nm∑
jm=1
∥∥∥∥ωC1MRJ − LdCMKτ
C1
M ⊗ ψR
∥∥∥∥
1
]
≤
( m∏
i=1
Ni
)
L
dCMK
√√√√√dR
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
T 6=∅
∏
i∈T
Li
Ki
Tr
[
(ψRT )2
]
≤
√√√√√dR
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
T 6=∅
∏
i∈T
Li
Ki
Tr
[
(ψRT )2
]
.
(30)
Taking the normalisation into account, with pJ = Tr(ω
C1
M
R
J ) and ψ
C1
M
R
J =
1
pJ
ω
C1
M
R
J , we need to
show that on average, the pJ are close to
L
dCMK
. Looking at eq. (30) and tracing out, we get
E
[ N1∑
j1=1
N2∑
j2=1
· · ·
Nm∑
jm=1
∣∣∣∣pJ − LdCMK
∣∣∣∣
]
≤
√√√√√dR
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
T 6=∅
∏
i∈T
Li
Ki
Tr
[
(ψRT )2
]
. (31)
Hence we obtain, using the triangle inequality,
E
[ N1∑
j1=1
N2∑
j2=1
· · ·
Nm∑
jm=1
pJ
∥∥∥∥ψC
1
MR
J − τC
1
M ⊗ ψR
∥∥∥∥
1
]
≤ 2
√√√√√dR
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
T 6=∅
∏
i∈T
Li
Ki
Tr
[
(ψRT )2
]
=: Γψ⊗ΦK .
(32)
Lastly, we need to consider what happens when at least one sender i obtains a measurement
outcome ji equal to 0. For an outcome J = (j1, j2, . . . , jm), define the subset T (J) ⊆ {1, 2, ...m}
such that i ∈ T (J) iff ji = 0. Also, define the set Z = {J : |T (J)| > 0}. Then, it is easy to show
that the cardinality of the set Z is
|Z| =
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
T 6=∅
∏
i/∈T
Ni. (33)
For an outcome J ∈ Z , the expected probability of the state ωC1MRJ is given by
EU1U2...Um
[
Tr(ω
C1MR
J )
]
= Tr
[
EU1U2...Um(ω
C1MR
J )
]
= Tr
[ ⊗
i∈T (J)
Q0i τ
CiC0i (Q0i )
† ⊗
i/∈T (J)
Qjii τ
CiC0i (Qjii )
†
]
=
∏
i∈T (J) L
′
i
∏
i/∈T (J) Li
dCMK
.
(34)
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With this formula in hand and the fact that the trace norm between two states is at most 2, we can
bound the expected value of the quantum error QI(ψC1C2...CmBR ⊗ ΦK) as follows:
E
[ N1∑
j1=0
N2∑
j2=0
· · ·
Nm∑
jm=0
pJ
∥∥∥∥ψC1MRJ − τC1M ⊗ ψR
∥∥∥∥
1
]
≤ 2
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
T 6=∅
∏
i∈T L
′
i
∏
i/∈T NiLi
dCMK
+ Γψ⊗ΦK
≤ 2
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
T 6=∅
∏
i∈T
L′i
dCiKi
+ Γψ⊗ΦK
≤ 2
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
T 6=∅
∏
i∈T
Li
dCiKi
+ Γψ⊗ΦK .
(35)
⊓⊔
V. MULTIPARTY STATE MERGING: I.I.D VERSION
In this section, we analyze the case where the parties have at their disposal arbitrarily many
copies of the state ψC1C2...CmBR. We give a proof of Theorem 3, and then look at the case of
distributed compression as an application. As mentioned earlier, the rates characterized by eq. (5)
will be achievable without the need for a time-sharing strategy. Indeed,wewill show the existence
of multiparty merging protocols where each sender performs a single measurement on his share
of the input state and communicates the outcome to the receiver. If the parties were to employ a
time-sharing strategy, on the other hand, the many initial copies of the input state ψC1C2...CmBR
would need to be divided into blocks, and for each of these blocks, the senders would have to
perform a different measurement.
A. Proof of Theorem 3
Proof To prove the direct statement of the theorem, we use Proposition 5 in combination with
Shumacher compression [11]. For n copies of the state ψC1C2...CmBR, consider the Schumacher
compressed state
|Ω〉 := (ΠB˜ ⊗ΠC˜1 ⊗ΠC˜2 ⊗ . . .⊗ΠC˜m ⊗ΠR˜)|ψ〉⊗n, (36)
and its normalized version |Ψ〉 := 1√〈Ω|Ω〉 |Ω〉. Here, the systems B˜, C˜1, . . . , C˜m, R˜ are the typical
subspaces (see [5] for detailed definitions) of Bn, Cn1 , . . . , C
n
m, R
n and ΠB˜ ,ΠC˜1 , . . . ,ΠC˜m ,ΠR˜ are
the projection operators onto these typical subspaces. In particular, we have that
〈Ω|Ω〉 = 〈ψ|⊗nΠB˜ ⊗ΠC˜1 ⊗ . . .⊗ΠC˜m ⊗ΠR˜|ψ〉⊗n ≥ 1− ǫ (37)
for any ǫ > 0 and large enough n. Furthermore, we can set ǫ to be equal to (m+ 2)exp(−cδ2n) for
some constant c, where δ > 0 is a typicality parameter. This follows from the fact (see Appendix B)
that
ΠB˜ ⊗ΠC˜1 ⊗ . . .⊗ΠC˜m ⊗ΠR˜ ≥ ΠB˜ +ΠC˜1 + . . .+ΠC˜m +ΠR˜ − (m+ 1)IB˜C˜1...C˜mR˜ (38)
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and, that by typicality, we have Tr(ψ⊗n
B˜
ΠB˜),Tr(ψ
⊗n
R˜
ΠR˜),Tr(ψ
⊗n
C˜i
ΠC˜i) ≥ 1 − exp(−cδ2n) for all
1 ≤ i ≤ m (see [25] for the exponential bounds). Note that we have omitted some identity
operator factors on the right hand side for the sake of clarity. The operator ΠB˜ on the right hand
side of eq. (38) is in fact (ICMR⊗ΠB˜), and the same applies for all the other projectors on that side
of the inequality.
The properties for the typical projectors ΠB˜,ΠC˜1 , . . . ,ΠC˜m allow us to tightly bound the vari-
ous dimensions and purities appearing in Proposition 5 by appropriate ”entropic” formulas. In
particular, we have [5] for any system F = Ci, B,R:
(1− ǫ)2n(S(F )ψ−δ) ≤ Tr[ΠF˜ ] ≤ 2n(S(F )ψ+δ)
Tr[(ΨF )2] ≤ 2−n(S(F )ψ−δ).
(39)
Hence, all parties follow a merging protocol as if they had Ψ, with additional entanglement
ΦK := ΦK1 ⊗ΦK2 ⊗ . . .⊗ΦKm . If each sender Ci performs a randommeasurement on his system,
as in Proposition 5, with projectors of rank Li (and one of rank L
′
i ≤ Li) such that
∏
i∈T
Li
Ki
≤ 2n(S(RT )ψ−S(R)ψ−3δ|T |) (40)
holds for all nonempty subsets T ⊆ {1, 2, . . . ,m}, then the expected value of the quantum error
QI(Ψ ⊗ ΦK) is bounded from above by
EU1U2...Um [QI(Ψ ⊗ ΦK)] ≤ 2
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
T 6=∅
∏
i∈T
Li
dC˜iKi
+ 2
√√√√√dR˜
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
T 6=∅
∏
i∈T
Li
Ki
Tr
[
(ΨR˜T˜ )2
]
≤ 2
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
T 6=∅
2n(S(RT )ψ−S(R)ψ−
∑
i∈T S(Ci)ψ−2δ|T |)
(1− ǫ)|T | + 2
√√√√
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
T 6=∅
2−nδ
≤ 2
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
T 6=∅
2−2nδ|T |
(1− ǫ)|T | + 2
√
2m−nδ − 2−nδ = O(2−nδ/2).
(41)
To bound the first term on the right hand side of eq. (41), we have used subadditivity twice:
S(RT )ψ ≤ S(R)ψ + S(T )ψ and S(T )ψ ≤
∑
i∈T S(Ci)ψ . Hence, by Proposition 4, we can conclude
that there exists a merging protocol with error O(2−nδ/4) and entanglement cost
−→
E := (logK1 −
logL1, logK2− logL2, . . . , logKm− logLm). From eq. (40), the entanglement rate 1n
−→
E must satisfy
∑
i∈T
1
n
(logKi − logLi) ≥ (S(R)ψ − S(RT )ψ + 3δ|T |)
= S(T |T B)ψ + 3δ|T |
(42)
for all non empty subsets T ⊆ {1, 2, . . . ,m}. Since we have a vanishing error for this protocol as
n goes to infinity, all rate-tuples
−→
R satisfying the preceding set of inequalities are achievable for
merging for the state Ψ. However, by the gentle measurement lemma and the triangle inequality,
∥∥∥∥(ψC1C2...CmBR)⊗n −Ψ
∥∥∥∥
1
≤ 4√ǫ, (43)
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S(C1)ψ
S(C2)ψ
R1
R2
S(C1|C2)ψ
S(C2|C1)ψ
R1 +R2 ≥ S(C1C2)ψ
(R1, R2)
FIG. 2: The rate region for distributed compression (m = 2) when the conditional entropies S(C1|C2)ψ and
S(C2|C1)ψ are both positives. For the point (R1, R2) on the boundary, time-sharing is needed if we perform
two applications of the original state merging protocol. Our protocol, on the other hand, can achieve this
rate without the need for time-sharing.
and so, if we apply the same merging protocol on the state (ψC1C2...CmBR)⊗n ⊗ ΦK , we get an
error of O(2−nδ/4) + O(2−cnδ2/2). This error also vanishes as n goes to infinity, and since δ was
arbitrarily chosen, we can conclude that any rate-tuple
−→
R = (R1, R2, . . . , Rm) satisfying
∑
i∈T
Ri ≥ S(T |T B)ψ (44)
for all non empty T ⊆ {1, 2, . . . ,m} must be contained in the rate region. This proves the direct
part of Theorem 3.
The converse was established in [4] so we are done.
⊓⊔
B. Distributed compression for two senders
To illustrate some of the properties of our protocol, let’s consider the problem of distributed
compression for two senders sharing a state ψC1C2R, with purifying systemR. The objective is the
same as in state merging, except that the decoder has no prior information about the state. Quan-
tum communication will be achieved using pre-shared EPR pairs and classical communication.
The decoder will recover the original state by applying an appropriate decoding operation. Pure
entanglement, shared between the decoder and the involved senders, might also be distilled in
the process. If we let Ri denote the net amount of entanglement consumed (or generated if Ri is
negative) in a distributed compression scheme, it was found in [4] that the rates must obey
R1 ≥ S(C1|C2)ψ
R2 ≥ S(C2|C1)ψ
R1 +R2 ≥ S(C1C2)ψ.
(45)
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Observe that this is just a special case of eq. (44) with m = 2 and Bob having no side infor-
mation. Figure 2 shows the achievable rate region when the conditional entropies have positive
values.
One way to perform distributed compression is to apply the original state merging protocol as
many times as needed, adjusting the amount of pre-shared entanglement required depending on
the information the decoder has after each application of the protocol. For instance, if we wish to
first transfer C1’s share to Bob, we can apply the state merging protocol using an entanglement
rate of S(C1)ψ , which amounts to Schumacher compressing the state ψ
C1 since the receiver has
no prior information about the state ψC1C2R. Then, to transfer C2’s share of the state, we perform
another state merging, this time, with an entanglement rate of S(C2|C1)ψ . This will correspond to
one specific corner of the boundary in Figure 2. Transferring C2 first, and then C1 will give us the
other corner. To attain all other points on the boundary using this approach, time-sharing will be
required.
The techniques used to prove Theorem 3, however, demonstrated that time sharing is not
essential to the task ofmultiparty statemerging. Let (R1, R2) be any point in the rate region. Then,
R1 and R2 must satisfy eq. (45), and so by Theorem 3, the rate-tuple (R1, R2) is achievable for
multiparty merging for the state ψC1C2R. That is, given a large number of copies of ψC1C2R, there
exist multiparty state merging protocols Λ2→ of vanishing error and entanglement rate
1
n(logK
n
1 −
logLn1 , logK
n
2 − logLn2 ) approaching R1 and R2 respectively. In the proof of Theorem 3, we have
shown the existence of merging protocols of a specific kind. For these protocols, each sender
performs a single measurement with projectors of rank Li (and one of rank L
′
i ≤ Li) on his share
(CiC
0
i )
⊗n . The amount of pre-shared entanglement required and the rank of the projectors will
need to satisfy eq. (40). The receiver will then apply a decoding UJ once he receives the outcome
of the measurements. These protocols do not partition the input state (ψC1C2R)⊗n to achieve the
desired rates (R1, R2). Hence, time-sharing is not required and the parties can performmerging at
any rate (R1, R2) lying in the rate region if they were supplied with enough initial entanglement.
VI. MIN-ENTROPIES AND ONE-SHOTMERGING
A. Review of Min- and Max-Entropies
Quantum min- and max-entropies are adaptations of the classical Re´nyi entropies of order α
when α → ∞ and α = 1/2 respectively. The Re´nyi entropies were introduced by Re´nyi [26] in
1961 as alternatives to the Shannon entropy as measures of information. Although introduced
in an operational way, the Shannon entropy can also be regarded as the unique function which
satisfies a set of prescribed postulates. Re´nyi showed that by generalizing some of the postulates,
other information-theoretic quantities could be obtained, and this gave rise to the family of Re´nyi
entropies, parameterized by a positive number α. Re´nyi entropies and their quantum generaliza-
tions have found applications in areas such as cryptography [27, 28] and statistics [29, 30]. For
our purposes, only the definitions and some basic properties of the min- and max- entropies will
actually be needed.
Let S≤(AR) be the set of sub-normalized density operators (i.e Tr(ρ¯AR) ≤ 1) on the space AR.
The quantum min-entropy [17] of an operator ρAR ∈ S≤(AR) relative to a density operator σR is
given by
Hmin(ρ
AR|σR) := − log λ, (46)
where λ is the minimum real number such that λ(IA ⊗ σR) − ρAR is positive semidefinite. The
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conditional min-entropy Hmin(ρ
AR|R) is obtained by maximizing the previous quantity over all
density operators σR:
Hmin(ρ
AR|R) := sup
σR
Hmin(ρ
AR|σR). (47)
For two sub-normalized states ρ and ρ¯, we define the purified distance between ρ and ρ¯ as
P (ρ, ρ¯) :=
√
1− F (ρ, ρ¯)2, (48)
where F (ρ, ρ¯) is the generalized fidelity between ρ and ρ¯ (see [18] for the definition). It is related
to the trace distance D(ρ, ρ¯) := 12‖ρ− ρ¯‖1 as follows
D(ρ, ρ¯) ≤ P (ρ, ρ¯) ≤ 2
√
D(ρ, ρ¯). (49)
A proof of this fact can be found in Lemma 6 of [18]. (Lemma 6 actually relates the purified
distance to the generalized distance D¯(ρ, ρ¯). However, D¯(ρ, ρ¯) is always greater than or equal to
the trace distance and bounded above by ‖ρ− ρ¯‖1.)
Using the purified distance as our measure of closeness, we obtain a family of smooth min-
entropies {Hǫmin} by optimizing over all sub-normalized density operators close to ρAB with re-
spect to P (ρ¯, ρ):
Hǫmin(ρ
AR|R) := sup
ρ¯AR
Hmin(ρ¯
AR|R), (50)
where the supremum is taken over all ρ¯AR such that P (ρ¯AR, ρAR) ≤ ǫ. If we use the trace distance
instead as our measure of closeness, we obtain the family {H¯ǫmin}:
H¯ǫmin(ρ
AR|R) := sup
ρ¯AR
Hmin(ρ¯
AR|R), (51)
where the supremum is taken over all sub-normalized ρ¯AR such that D(ρ¯AR, ρAR) ≤ ǫ. From
eq. (49), the smooth min-entropyHǫmin can be bounded by H¯
ǫ
min in the following way:
Hǫmin(ρ
AR|R) ≤ H¯ǫmin(ρAR|R) ≤ H2
√
ǫ
min (ρ
AR|R). (52)
Given a purification ρABR of ρAR, with purifying systemB, the family of smoothmax entropies
{Hǫmax} is defined as
Hǫmax(ρ
AB |B) := −Hǫmin(ρ¯AR|R) (53)
for any ǫ ≥ 0. The smooth max-entropies can also be expressed as
Hǫmax(ρ
AB |B) = inf
ρ¯AB
Hmax(ρ¯
AB |B), (54)
where the infimum is taken over all ρ¯AB such that P (ρ¯, ρ) ≤ ǫ. We refer to [18] for a proof of this
fact. When ǫ = 0, an alternative expression for the max-entropy Hmax(ψ
AB |B) was obtained in
[31]:
Hmax(ρ
AB |B) = sup
σB
log F 2(ρAB , IA ⊗ σB), (55)
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where the supremum is taken over all density operators σB on the space B. From this last ex-
pression, the smooth max-entropy Hǫmax(ρ
A) of a sub-normalized operator ρA ∈ S≤(A) reduces
to
Hǫmax(ρ
A) = 2 log
∑
x
√
r¯x, (56)
where r¯x are the eigenvalues of the sub-normalized density operator ρ¯
A which optimizes the right
hand side of eq. (54).
When defining the smooth min- and max-entropies using the purified distance, other useful
properties such as quantum data processing inequalities and concavity of the max-entropy are
also known to hold. A detailed analysis of these properties can be found in [18].
We will also need, for technical reasons, another entropic quantity called the conditional colli-
sion entropyH2(ρ
AB |σB)[18]. It is defined as
H2(ρ
AB |σB) := − log Tr
[(
(IA ⊗ σ−1/4B )ρAB(IA ⊗ σ−1/4B )
)2]
. (57)
It is a quantum adaptation of the classical conditional collision entropy. We have the following
lemma relating the min-entropy to the collision entropy:
Lemma 7 [18] For density operators ρAB and σB with supp{TrA(ρAB)} ⊆ supp{σB}, we have
Hmin(ρ
AB |σB) ≤ H2(ρAB |σB).
The last two results we will need are the additivity of the min-entropy and the following
lemma which relates the trace norm of an hermitian operator S to its Hilbert-Schmidt norm, with
respect to a positive semidefinite operator σ:
Lemma 8 Let S be an hermitian operator acting on some spaceX and σ be a positive semidefinite operator
on X. Then, we have
‖S‖1 ≤
√
Tr(σ)‖σ−1/4Sσ−1/4‖2. (58)
Lemma 9 (Additivity) Let ρAB and ρA
′B′ be sub-normalized operators on the spaces AB and A′B′ re-
spectively. For density operators σB and σB
′
, we have
Hmin(ρ
AB ⊗ ρA′B′ |σB ⊗ σB′) = Hmin(ρAB |σB) +Hmin(ρA′B′ |σB′). (59)
For proofs of the preceding two lemmas, see [16].
B. Characterizing the entanglement cost of merging using min-entropies
In [16], Berta showed that the smooth min-entropy is the information theoretic measure which
quantifies the minimal amount of entanglement necessary for performing state merging when a
single copy of ψABR is available. More specifically, he proved that the minimal entanglement cost
logK − logL necessary for merging the A part of a state ψABR to the location of the B system is
bounded from below by
logK − logL ≥ −H¯
√
ǫ
min(ψ
AR|R). (60)
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Furthermore, he demonstrated the existence of a state merging protocol using an entanglement
cost1 of
logK − logL = −H¯
ǫ2
64
min(ψ
AR|R) + 4 log
(
1
ǫ
)
+ 12. (61)
This last result was derived by re-expressing the upper bound to the quantum error (Lemma 6 of
[4]) as a function of the smooth min-entropy.
In this section, we would like to generalize the main results of [16] to the case of multiple
parties sharing a state ψC1C2...CmBR. Our first result is a reformulation of Lemma 6 in terms of
min-entropies:
Lemma 10 (Compare to Lemma 4.5 of [16]) For each sender Ci, let Pi : Ci → C1i be a projector onto a
subspace C1i of Ci and Ui be a unitary on the space Ci. Define the state
ωC
1
M
R := (P1U1 ⊗ P2U2 ⊗ . . . ⊗ PmUm ⊗ IR)ψC1C2...CmR(P1U1 ⊗ P2U2 ⊗ . . .⊗ PmUm ⊗ IR)†. (62)
If the unitaries U1, U2, . . . , Um are distributed according to the Haar measure, then for any state σ
R of the
system R, we have
E
[∥∥∥∥ωC1MR − LdCM τ
C1
M ⊗ ψR
∥∥∥∥
1
]
≤ L
dCM
√√√√
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
T 6=∅
2−(Hmin(ψT R|σR)−logLT ), (63)
where LT =
∏
i∈T Li.
Proof Using Lemma 8, we have, for any state σR of R,
∥∥∥∥ωC1MR− LdCM τ
C1M⊗ψR
∥∥∥∥
1
≤
√
L
∥∥∥∥(IC1M ⊗(σR)− 14 )(ωC1MR− LdCM τ
C1M⊗ψR)(IC1M ⊗(σR)− 14 )
∥∥∥∥
2
. (64)
Define
ψ˜CMR := (ICM ⊗ (σR)− 14 )(ψCMR)(ICM ⊗ (σR)− 14 )
ω˜C
1
M
R := (P1U1 ⊗ P2U2 ⊗ . . .⊗ PmUm ⊗ IR)ψ˜CMR(P1U1 ⊗ P2U2 ⊗ . . .⊗ PmUm ⊗ IR)†.
(65)
Then, the right hand side of eq. (64) can be rewritten as
√
L
∥∥∥∥ω˜C1MR − LdCM τC
1
M ⊗ ψ˜R
∥∥∥∥
2
. Using
eq. (27) in the proof of Lemma 6, we have
E
[∥∥∥∥ω˜C1MR − LdCM τ
C1
M ⊗ ψ˜R
∥∥∥∥
2
2
]
≤
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
T 6=∅
∏
i/∈T
Li
d2Ci
∏
i∈T
L2i
d2Ci
Tr
[
(ψ˜T R)2
]
≤ L
d2CM
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
T 6=∅
LT Tr
[
(ψ˜T R)2
]
.
(66)
1 The numbersK,L are natural numbers, and sowemust choose values forK andL such that logK−logL is minimal,
but greater or equal than the right hand side of eq. (61).
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The quantity Tr[(ψ˜T R)2] can be rewritten as:
Tr[(ψ˜T R)2] = Tr
[(
TrT (ψ˜
CMR)
)2]
= Tr
[(
(IT ⊗ (σR)− 14 )(ψT R)(IT ⊗ (σR)− 14 )
)2]
= 2−H2(ψ
T R|σR),
(67)
whereH2(ψ
T R|σR) is the conditional collision entropy of ψT R relative to σR. Combining eqs. (64),
(66) and (67) together, and using the fact thatHmin(ψ
T R|σR) ≤ H2(ψT R|σR), we get
E
[∥∥∥∥ωC1MR − LdCM τ
C1
M ⊗ ψR
∥∥∥∥
1
]
≤ L
dCM
√√√√
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
T 6=∅
LT 2−H2(ψ
TR|σR)
≤ L
dCM
√√√√
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
T 6=∅
2−(Hmin(ψT R|σR)−logLT ).
(68)
⊓⊔
With this result in hand, we are now ready to give an adaptation of Lemma 4.6 in [16] for our
general multiparty setting.
Theorem 11 (Compare to Proposition 4.7 of [16]) Let ψC1C2...CmBR be any (m+2)-partite pure state
and fix ǫ > 0. Then, for any entanglement cost
−→
E = (logK1 − logL1, logK2 − logL2, . . . , logKm −
logLm) satisfying
logKT − logLT :=
∑
i∈T
(logKi − logLi) ≥ −Hmin(ψT R|ψR) + 4 log
(
1
ǫ
)
+ 2m+ 8 (69)
for all non-empty subsets T ⊆ {1, 2, . . . ,m}, there exists a state merging protocol acting on ψC1C2...CmBR
with error ǫ. The set T is defined as the complement of T .
Proof Weproceed by fixing a randommeasurement for each senderCi as in Proposition 5. We can
describe Ci’s randommeasurement usingNi := ⌊dCiKiLi ⌋ partial isometries P
j
i = Q
j
iUi, where Ui is
a Haar distributed random unitary acting on the system CiC
0
i and Q
j
i is as defined in Proposition
5. If dCiKi > NiLi, there is an additional partial isometry P
0
i of rank L
′
i := dCiKi − NiLi < Li.
Applying the previous lemma to the state ψCMR ⊗ τK1 ⊗ τK2 ⊗ . . . ⊗ τKm , with σR = ψR, we get
E
[ N1∑
j1=1
N2∑
j2=1
· · ·
Nm∑
jm=1
∥∥∥∥ωC1MRJ − LdCM τ
C1
M ⊗ ψR
∥∥∥∥
1
]
≤
∏m
i=1NiLi
dCMK
√√√√
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
T 6=∅
2−(Hmin(ψT R|ψR)+logKT −logLT )
≤
√√√√
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
T 6=∅
2−(Hmin(ψT R|ψR)+logKT −logLT ),
(70)
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whereKT =
∏
i∈T Ki. Note that to get the first inequality, we have used the fact thatHmin(ψ
T R⊗
τKT |ψR) = Hmin(ψT R|ψR) + logKT .
Using eq. (69), we can simplify the previous inequality and obtain
E
[ N1∑
j1=1
N2∑
j2=1
· · ·
Nm∑
jm=1
∥∥∥∥ωC1MRJ − LdCM τ
C1M ⊗ ψR
∥∥∥∥
1
]
≤
√√√√
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
T 6=∅
2−(Hmin(ψT R|ψR)+logKT −logLT )
≤ ǫ
2
2
m+8
2
≤ ǫ
2
16
.
(71)
Taking normalisation into account, with pJ = Tr(ω
C1
M
R
J ) and ψ
C1
M
R
J =
1
pJ
ω
C1
M
R
J , we can trace out
the left hand side of the previous set of inequalities, and get
E
[ N1∑
j1=1
N2∑
j2=1
· · ·
Nm∑
jm=1
∣∣∣∣pJ − LdCM
∣∣∣∣
1
]
≤ ǫ
2
16
. (72)
By applying the triangle inequality, we obtain
E
[ N1∑
j1=1
N2∑
j2=1
· · ·
Nm∑
jm=1
pJ
∥∥∥∥ψC
1
MR
J − τC
1
M ⊗ ψR
∥∥∥∥
1
]
≤ ǫ
2
8
. (73)
Using this, and eq. (35) in the proof of Proposition 5, we can get an upper bound to the quantum
error QI(ψC1C2...CmBR ⊗ ΦK):
E
[ N1∑
j1=0
N2∑
j2=0
· · ·
Nm∑
jm=0
pJ
∥∥∥∥ψC1MRJ − τC1M ⊗ ψR
∥∥∥∥
1
]
≤ 2
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
T 6=∅
∏
i∈T
Li
dCiKi
+ E
N1∑
j1=1
N2∑
j2=1
· · ·
Nm∑
jm=1
pJ
∥∥∥∥ψC
1
MR
J − τC
1
M ⊗ ψR
∥∥∥∥
1
≤
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
2ǫ42Hmin(ψ
T R|ψR)
22m+8dCT
+
ǫ2
8
≤
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
2ǫ42Hmin(ψ
T )
22m+8dCT
+
ǫ2
8
≤ ǫ
4
2m+7
+
ǫ2
8
≤ ǫ
2
4
(74)
To get the third inequality, we have used the strong subadditivity of the min-entropy [18]:
Hmin(ψ
T R|ψR) ≤ Hmin(ψT ).
The last line follows from the fact that Hmin(ψ
T ) = − log λmax(ψT ) ≤ log dCT . From Proposition
4, we can conclude there exists a state merging protocol acting on ψC1C2...CmBR with error ǫ. ⊓⊔
When m = 1, the previous result yields a merging protocol of error ǫ and entanglement cost
logK−logL = −Hmin(ψC1R|ψR)+4 log
(
1
ǫ
)
+10. Berta [16] showed however that themin-entropy
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Hmin(ψ
C1R|ψR) of the state ψC1R relative to ψR can be replaced by the min-entropyHmin(ψC1R|R)
of ψC1R relative to R. This yields a smaller entanglement cost, and we can ask whether the right
hand side of eq. (69) can be replaced by a formula involving min-entropies of this form when
m > 1. To allow this to work, we would need a more general version of Lemma 10, where eq. (63)
is replaced by
E
[∥∥∥∥ωC1MR − LdCM τ
C1
M ⊗ ψR
∥∥∥∥
1
]
≤ L
dCM
√√√√
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
T 6=∅
2−(Hmin(ψT R|σRT )−logLT ), (75)
and this inequality holds for 2m − 1 possibly different states σRT . Using this stronger form, we
could set σRT = σ¯
R
T , with Hmin(ψ
T R|σ¯RT ) = Hmin(ψT R|R) and bound the left hand side of eq. (75)
by setting logKT − logLT ≥ −Hmin(ψT R|R) + 4 log
(
1
ǫ
)
+ 2m+ 8. However, it is unclear if such a
stronger form of Lemma 10 can be obtained.
Berta [16] also showed that the previous result can be further improved when m = 1 by
smoothing the min entropy Hmin(ψ
C1R|R) around sub-normalized operators ψ¯C1R which are ǫ-
close in the trace distance to the state ψC1R. It is also unclear if eq. (63) in Lemma 10 can be
strengthened to
E
[∥∥∥∥ωC1MR − LdCM τ
C1
M ⊗ ψR
∥∥∥∥
1
]
≤ L
dCM
√√√√
∑
T ⊆{1,2,...,m}
T 6=∅
2−(Hǫmin(ψT R|σR)−logLT ), (76)
for any fixed ǫ > 0.
Conjecture 12 LetψC1C2...CmBR be an (m+2)-partite state. For any ǫ > 0, there exists a multiparty state
merging of error ǫ whenever the entanglement cost
−→
E := (logK1− logL1, logK2− logL2, . . . , logKm−
logLm) satisfies
logKT − logLT :=
∑
i∈T
(logKi − logLi) ≥ −Hǫmin(ψT R|R) +O(log 1/ǫ) +O(m) (77)
for all non-empty subsets T ⊆ {1, 2, . . . ,m}.
The main difficulty in proving the conjecture is that it allows independent smoothing of each of
the min-entropies. It is straightforward to modify our proof to allow smoothing using a common
state for all the min-entropies, but the monolithic nature of the protocol does not naturally permit
tailoring the smoothing state term-by-term. We can, however, give a partial characterization of
the entanglement cost in terms of smooth min-entropies if we apply the single-shot state merging
protocol of [16] on one sender at a time.
Proposition 13 For a (m+ 2)-partite pure state ψC1C2...CmBR, fix an ǫ > 0 and let π : {1, 2, . . . ,m} →
{1, 2, . . . ,m} be any ordering of the m-senders C1, C2, . . . , Cm. Then, for any entanglement cost −→E :=
(logK1 − logL1, logK2 − logL2, . . . , logKm − logLm) satisfying
logKi − logLi ≥ −H
ǫ2
64m2
min (ψ
CiRπ−1(i) |Rπ−1(i)) + 4 log
(m
ǫ
)
+ 12 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m, (78)
where Ri := R
⊗m
j=i+1Cπ(j), there exists a multiparty state merging protocol acting on the state
ψC1C2...CmBR with error ǫ.
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Proof Our multiparty state merging protocol for the state ψC1C2...CmBR will consists of sending
each sender’s share to the receiver one at a time according to the ordering π: The sender Cπ(1)
will merge his part of the state first, followed by Cπ(2), Cπ(3), etc. We can view the input state
ψC1C2...CmBR as a tripartite pure state ψCπ(1)R1B, with the reference system R1 being composed of
the systemsCπ(2)Cπ(3) . . . Cπ(m)R. According to Berta [16], there exists a state merging protocol of
error ǫ/m and entanglement cost
logK ′1 − logL′1 := −H¯
ǫ2
64m2
min (ψ
Cπ(1)R1 |R1) + 4 log
(m
ǫ
)
+ 12
≤ −H
ǫ2
64m2
min (ψ
Cπ(1)R1 |R1) + 4 log
(m
ǫ
)
+ 12
≤ logK1 − logL1,
(79)
which will produce an output state ρ
C1
π(1)
B1
π(1)
BR1 satisfying
∥∥∥∥ρC
1
π(1)
B1
π(1)
Bπ(1)BR1
1 − ψBπ(1)BR1 ⊗ ΦL1
∥∥∥∥
1
≤ ǫ
m
, (80)
where the system Bπ(1) is substituted for the system Cπ(1). After Cπ(1) has merged his share, the
next sender Cπ(2) will perform a random measurement on his share of the state and send the
measurement outcome to the receiver. Suppose, for the moment, that the parties share the state
ψBπ(1)BR1 ⊗ ΦL1 instead of the output state ρ1. The state ψBπ(1)BR1 can be viewed as a tripartite
state ψCπ(2)B2R2 , with B2 := Bπ(1)B and R2 := Cπ(3)Cπ(4) . . . Cπ(m)R. Using Berta’s result once
more, we know there exists a state merging protocol of error ǫ/m and entanglement cost
logK ′2 − logL′2 = −H¯
ǫ2
64m2
min (ψ
Cπ(2)R2 |R2) + 4 log
(m
ǫ
)
+ 12
≤ −H
ǫ2
64m2
min (ψ
Cπ(2)R2 |R2) + 4 log
(m
ǫ
)
+ 12
≤ logK2 − logL2,
(81)
which produces an output state ρ
C1
π(1)
C1
π(2)
B1
π(1)
B1
π(2)
Bπ(2)B2R2
2 satisfying∥∥∥∥ρC
1
π(1)
C1
π(2)
B1
π(1)
B1
π(2)
Bπ(2)B2R2
2 − ψBπ(2)B2R2 ⊗ ΦL1 ⊗ ΦL2
∥∥∥∥
1
≤ ǫ
m
, (82)
where the system Bπ(2) is substituted for the system Cπ(2). If we apply the same protocol on the
state ρ
C1
π(1)
B1
π(1)
Bπ(1)BR1
1 instead, we get an output state ρ3 which satisfies∥∥∥∥ρC
1
π(1)
C1
π(2)
B1
π(1)
B1
π(2)
Bπ(2)B
2R2
3 − ψBπ(1)Bπ(2)BR2 ⊗ ΦL1 ⊗ ΦL2
∥∥∥∥
1
≤ ‖ρ3 − ρ2‖1 + ‖ρ2 − ψBπ(1)Bπ(2)BR2 ⊗ ΦL1 ⊗ ΦL2‖1
≤ ‖ρ1 − ψBπ(1)BR1 ⊗ ΦL1‖1 + ‖ρ2 − ψBπ(1)Bπ(2)BR2 ⊗ ΦL1 ⊗ ΦL2‖1
≤ 2ǫ
m
,
(83)
wherewe have used the triangle inequality andmonotonicity of the trace distance under quantum
operations. The analysis for the other sendersCπ(3), Cπ(4), . . . , Cπ(m) can be performed in a similar
way, which leads to a multiparty state merging protocol of error ǫ and entanglement cost
−→
E :=
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E1
E2
−H
ǫ
2
256
min
(ψC1C2R|C2R) + 4 log(
16
ǫ
)
−H
ǫ
2
256
min
(ψC1R|R) + 4 log( 16
ǫ
)
H
ǫ
2
256
min
(ψC2R|R) + 4 log(16
ǫ
) −H
ǫ
2
256
min
(ψC2C1R|C1R) + 4 log(
16
ǫ
)
(x1, y1)
(x2, y2)
Proposition 13
Conjecture 12
Theorem 11
(E ′1, E
′
2)
FIG. 3: Entanglement cost for multiparty merging in the one-shot regime when m = 2. The axes correspond
to the entanglement cost E1 := logK1 − logL1 and E2 := logK2 − logL2. For m = 2, we have two
permutations of the set {1, 2}, and according Proposition 13, two intersecting regions (circles and crosses)
where existence of a 2-party state merging of error ǫ can be shown.
(logK1− logL1, logK2− logL2, . . . , logKm− logLm) satisfying eq. (78). The final output state ρm
satisfies ∥∥∥∥ρm − ψBπ(1)Bπ(2)...Bπ(m)BR ⊗ ΦL1 ⊗ ΦL2 ⊗ . . . ⊗ ΦLm
∥∥∥∥
1
≤ ǫ. (84)
⊓⊔
Figure 3 depicts the boundaries of the regions described by Theorem 11, Conjecture 12 and
Proposition 13. Note that the hatched area is not part of the cost region described by Proposi-
tion 13.
VII. A WORKED EXAMPLE
The proof of Theorem 11 is significantly more complicated than that of Proposition 13. To illus-
trate the benefits accruing from the additional effort, we will compare the two results’ estimates
of the costs achievable for merging C1 and C2 to R for states of the form
|ψ〉C1C2R = 1√
Hd
d∑
j=1
1√
j
|j〉C1 |ψj〉C2 |j〉R, (85)
where Hd =
∑d
j=1 1/j is the dth harmonic number. These are close relatives of the embezzling
states introduced in [32], which are useful resources for channel simulation and other tasks [19,
33, 34]. They make interesting examples because they have sufficient variation in their Schmidt
coefficients that the i.i.d. state merging rates of Theorem 3 are not achievable in the one-shot
regime. Nonetheless, our results yield nontrivial one-shot rates that are significantly better than
simple teleportation. Wewill assume that |〈ψi|ψj〉| ≤ α for i 6= j and try to and express the rates in
terms of α. We will assume for convenience that α > 0 since, when α = 0, the costs are essentially
the same as when α = Ω(1/d).
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Protocols from Theorem 11
Let (E1, E2) be a pair of entanglement costs achievable according to Theorem 11. The only
constraints on the costs (aside from needing to be the logs of integers) are
E1 ≥ −Hmin(ψC1R|ψR) + 4 log(1/ǫ) + 12 (86)
E2 ≥ −Hmin(ψC2R|ψR) + 4 log(1/ǫ) + 12 (87)
E1 + E2 ≥ −Hmin(ψC1C2R|ψR) + 4 log(1/ǫ) + 12. (88)
To begin, we will find a sufficient condition for the E1 constraint to be satisfied, so we need to
evaluate Hmin(ψ
C1R|ψR). Let λ be the smallest real number such that λ(IC1 ⊗ ψR) − ψC1R ≥ 0.
Expanding the operators, that condition is the same as
∑
ij
λ− δij
j
|ij〉〈ij|C1R −
∑
i
∑
j 6=i
1√
ij
|ii〉〈jj|C1R〈ψj |ψi〉 ≥ 0, (89)
where δij is the Kronecker delta function. By the Gershgorin Circle Theorem [35, 36], the operator
will be positive semidefinite if each diagonal entry dominates the sum of the absolute values of
the off-diagonal entries in the corresponding row. That condition reduces to
λ− 1
i
≥
∑
j 6=i
1√
ij
|〈ψj |ψi〉| (90)
holding for all i, which is true provided λ− 1 ≥ α∑dj=1√d/j. But
d∑
j=1
1√
j
≤
∫ d
0
1√
x
dx = 2
√
d. (91)
Therefore, the operator of eq. (89) will be positive semidefinite if λ ≥ 2αd+1. This in turn implies
that
−Hmin(ψC1R|ψR) ≤ log(2αd + 1) ≤ log(αd) + 2. (92)
The lower bound of eq. (86) will therefore be satisfied providedE1 ≥ log(αd)+4 log(1/ǫ)+14. The
interpretation is that if the states {|ψj〉} are indistinguishable, thenC1 holds the whole purification
of R and must therefore be responsible for the full cost of merging. As the states {|ψj〉} become
more distinguishable, the purification of R becomes shared between C1 and C2, so the merging
cost can be shared. Indeed, if α = O(1/d), then the lower bound on E1 becomes a constant,
independent of the size of the input state |ψ〉C1C2R.
Moving on to the E2 constraint, eq. (87), a similar but easier calculation shows that
Hmin(ψ
C2R|ψR) = 0. For the sum rate E1 + E2, it is necessary to evaluate Hmin(ψC1C2R|ψR).
Since the rank of ψC1C2 is d, this entropy is at least − log d [18].
So any pair of costs (E1, E2) satisfying
E1 ≥ log(αd) + 4 log(1/ǫ) + 14 (93)
E2 ≥ 4 log(1/ǫ) + 12 (94)
E1 + E2 ≥ log d+ 4 log(1/ǫ) + 12 (95)
will be achievable by Theorem 11. The total cost E1 + E2 must be at least log d plus terms inde-
pendent of the size of |ψ〉C1C2R and that cost can be shared between E1 and E2. The lower bound
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on E2 alone is independent of d and should be regarded as a small “overhead” for the protocol.
There is a minimal d-dependent cost for E1, however, which encodes the fact that if C2 does not
carry enough of the purification of R by virtue of the nonorthogonality of the {|ψj〉}, then more
of the burden will fall to C1.
A. Protocols from Proposition 13
Now let us consider the costs achievable according to Proposition 13. For fixed ǫ, the proposi-
tion provides two cost pairs, plus others that are simply degraded versions of those two arising
from the wasteful consumption of unnecessary entanglement. Proposition 13 does not permit in-
terpolation between the two points, as compared to Theorem 11. It might be the case, however,
that Proposition 13’s freedom to smooth the entropy and vary the operator being conditioned
upon could result in those two cost pairs being much better than any of those provided by Theo-
rem 11. On the contrary, for the states of the example, the improvement achieved with the extra
freedom is minimal.
Let (E′1, E′2) be a cost pair achievable by Proposition 13. For the purposes of illustration, con-
sider the point with the smallest possible value of E′2. Letting δ = ǫ2/256, that point will satisfy
E′1 ≥ −Hδmin(ψC1C2R|C2R) + 4 log (2/ǫ) + 12 (96)
E′2 ≥ −Hδmin(ψC2R|R) + 4 log (2/ǫ) + 12. (97)
Since the state ψC2R is separable, the cost E′2 cannot be negative, at least for sufficiently small ǫ, so
the key number is the E′1 cost. Before introducing the extra complication of smoothing, consider
first Hmin(ψ
C1C2R|C1R). By [31], this is related to the largest overlap that can be achieved with
a maximally entangled state on C2/C1R by acting with a quantum channel on the C1R part of
ψC1C2R. This maximum singlet fraction is at least what is achieved by just aligning the Schmidt
bases, which is
∣∣∣∣∣∣
d∑
j=1
1√
j ·Hd
· 1√
d
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
1
d ·Hd
∣∣∣∣∣∣
d∑
j=1
1√
j
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
(98)
≥ 1
d ·Hd
∣∣∣∣
∫ d
1
1√
x
dx
∣∣∣∣
2
(99)
=
4
Hd
(
1−O
(
1√
d
))
(100)
≥ 5
log d
, (101)
where the last line holds for sufficiently large d. Above and in what follows, we use the inequality
ln(d+1) ≤ Hd ≤ (ln d)+1, which was supplemented above by the fact that 4/(ln d+1) ≥ 5.7/ log d
for sufficiently large d. According to Theorem 2 of [31], the resulting bound onHmin is
−Hmin(ψC1C2R|RC2) ≥ log d− log log d+ 2. (102)
Therefore, ignoring smoothing, the sum cost for Proposition 13 will always satisfy
E′1 + E
′
2 ≥ log d− log log d+ 26 + 8 log
(
2
ǫ
)
, (103)
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for sufficiently large d, which has worse constants and even asymptotically only differs from the
sum cost (95) for Theorem 11 by O(log log d).
Now let us introduce some smoothing. By duality of the min- and max- entropies,
−Hδmin(ψC1C2R|RC2) = Hδmax(ψC1). (104)
Lemma 25 of Appendix C gives that
Hδmax(ψ
C1) ≥ 2 logmin


k−1∑
j=1
1√
j ·Hd
: k such that
d∑
j=k+1
1
j ·Hd ≤
δ2
2

 . (105)
Getting a lower bound on this expression requires finding large k that nonetheless fail to satisfy
the tail condition. That restriction on k is equivalent to 1 −Hk/Hd ≤ δ2/2, which will not be met
by any k small enough to obey
k ≤ (d+ 1)1−δ2/2/e (106)
for sufficiently large d. Using a similar estimate as for the maximum singlet fraction calculation,
we get
2 log
k−1∑
j=1
1√
j ·Hd
≥ log
(
1√
Hd
∫ k
1
1√
x
dx
)2
(107)
≥ log 4k
Hd
(
1−O
(
1√
k
))
(108)
≥ log k − log log d+ log 5 (109)
for sufficiently large k. Substituting in the largest possible k consistent with eq. (106) and δ =
ǫ2/256 gives
E′1 + E
′
2 ≥
(
1− ǫ
4
512
)
log(d+ 1)− log log d+ 24 + 8 log
(
2
ǫ
)
, (110)
for sufficiently large d. The sum costs achievable using Theorem 11 compare favorably with this
bound. The additional savings from smoothing are only about ǫ4 log(d + 1)/512 ebits, which is
insignificant for small ǫ. These tiny savings also come at the expense of being able to interpolate
between achievable costs. To be fair, these states were chosen specifically because they are known
to maintain their essential character even after smoothing, as was observed in [37]. The freedom
to smooth is certainly more beneficial for some other classes of states, most notably i.i.d. states.
Indeed, since S(ψC1C2) = (log d)/2 + O(log log d), merging many copies of |ψ〉C1C2R can be done
at a rate roughly half the cost required for one-shot merging.
VIII. A VARIANT OF MERGING: SPLIT TRANSFER
In the previous sections, we’ve analyzed and characterized the entanglement cost for merg-
ing the state ψC1C2...CmBR to a single receiver Bob in the asymptotic setting and in the one-shot
regime. Here, we modify our initial setup by introducing a second decoderA (Alice), who is spa-
tially separated from Bob and also has side information about the input state. That is, the helpers
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C1, C2, . . . , Cm and the two receivers Alice and Bob share a global state ψ
C1C2...CmABR and the ob-
jective is then to redistribute the state ψC1C2...CmABR to Alice, Bob, and the reference R. The mo-
tivation for this problem comes from the multipartite entanglement of assistance problem [3, 4],
where the task is to distill entanglement in the form of EPR pairs from a (m+2)-partite pure state
ψC1C2...CmAB shared between two recipients (Alice and Bob) and m other helpers C1, C2, . . . , Cm.
If many copies of the input state are available, the optimal EPR rate was shown in [4] to be equal
to
E∞A (ψ
C1C2...CmAB) := minT S(AT )ψ, (111)
where T ⊆ {C1, C2, . . . , Cm} is a subset (i.e a bipartite cut) of the helpers. We denote the comple-
ment by T := {C1C2 . . . Cm} \ T . We call minT {S(AT )ψ} the minimum cut (min-cut) entangle-
ment of the state ψC1C2...CmAB .
The proof that the rate given by eq. (111) is achievable using LOCC operations consists of
showing that the min-cut entanglement of the state ψC1C2...CmAB is preserved, up to an arbitrarily
small variation, after each sender has finished performing a randommeasurement on his system.
The procedure described in the proof of [4] makes use of a multiple-blocking strategy. That is,
given n copies of the input state ψC1C2...CmAB , the first helper will perform d = n/m randommea-
surements, each acting onm copies of ψC1C2...CmAB and generating J possible outcomes. Then, if
each measurement can yield outcomes j1, j2, . . . , jd, we need to group together the residual states
corresponding to outcome 1, then group the ones corresponding to outcome 2, etc... When this
is done, the next helper will perform randommeasurements for each of these groups in the same
way the first sender proceeded. That is, for each group, you need to divide into blocks, and so on.
Needless to say, this approach fails in the one-shot setting.
It was conjectured in [4] that these layers of blocking could be removed by letting all the helpers
perform simultaneousmeasurements on their respective typical subspaces. Such a strategywould
still produce states which preserve the min-cut entanglement, thereby providing a way to prove
eq. (111) without the need for a recursive argument. We will show in the remainder of this section
that for a cut Tmin which minimizes S(AT )ψ , there exists an LOCC protocol acting on the state
ψC1C2...CmBR which will send Tmin to Alice and its complement to Bob. The protocol will consist
of two parts. First, all the helpers will perform measurements on their typical subspaces and
broadcast their outcomes to both decoders. Then, Alice will use the classical information coming
from the helpers which are part of the cut Tmin and apply an isometry U , while Bob will apply an
isometry V depending on the outcomes of the helpers belonging to T min. This will redistribute
the initial state to Alice, Bob, and the reference R. Standard distillation protocols [38, 39] on the
recovered state will yield EPR pairs at a rate given by eq. (111).
Definition 14 Let ψT T ABR be an (m + 2)-partite state, where T and T are a partition of the helpers
C1, C2, . . . , Cm. Furthermore, assume that the helpers and the decoders share maximally entangled states
ΦK :=
⊗
i∈T Φ
Ki and ΓM :=
⊗
i∈T Γ
Mi on the tensor product spaces T 0A0T and T 0B0T .
We call the LOCC operation M : T T 0T T 0 ⊗ AA0T ⊗ BB0T → T 1A1T AAT ⊗ T
1
B1T BBT a split
transfer of the state ψT T ABR with error ǫ and associated entanglement costs
−→
ET (ψ) :=
⊕
i∈T (logKi −
logLi) and
−→
ET (ψ) :=
⊕
i∈T (logMi − logNi) if∥∥∥∥(idR ⊗M)(ψT T ABR ⊗ ΦK ⊗ ΓM )− ψAAT BBT R ⊗ ΦL ⊗ ΓN
∥∥∥∥
1
≤ ǫ, (112)
where ΦL :=
⊗
i∈T Φ
Li ,ΓN :=
⊗
j∈T Γ
Nj , with the states ΦLi and ΓNj being maximally entangled
states of Schmidt ranks Li and Ni on C
1
i A
1
i and C
1
jB
1
j respectively. Also, the systems AT and BT are
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ancillary systems of the same size as T and T and are held by Alice and Bob respectively. For the state
Ψ := (ψT T ABR)⊗n, the entanglement rates
−→
RT (ψ) and
−→
RT (ψ) are defined as
1
n
−→
ET (Ψ) and
1
n
−→
ET (Ψ).
In the above definition, we have denoted by
⊕
i∈T (logKi− logLi) a vector of length |T |whose
components are given by logKi − logLi for i ∈ T in the lexicographical order.
The rate region where a split-transfer can be accomplished by LOCC can be defined in a man-
ner analogous to definition 2. We omit the details here, but whenever we will say that a rate is
achievable for a split-transfer of the state ψT T ABR, it will mean that it is contained in the rate
region.
Now, we’d like to specify conditions, as in Proposition 4, that the initial state should satisfy in
order to allow the group T (resp. T ) to transfer their share of the state to Alice (resp. Bob). For a
pure state ψT T ABR, suppose all the helpers perform incomplete measurements (as in Section III)
on their respective shares of the state. For measurement outcomes J := (j1, j2, . . . , jm), define the
state
|ψT 1T 1ABRJ 〉 :=
1√
pJ
(P 1j1 ⊗ P 2j2 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Pmjm ⊗ IABR)|ψT T ABR〉
=:
1√
pJ
(P TjT ⊗ P TjT ⊗ I
ABR)|ψT T ABR〉,
(113)
where pJ is the probability of getting outcome J . In the above definition, jT is a vector of length
|T | whose components correspond to outcomes of measurements performed by the helpers be-
longing to the cut T . The vector jT is defined similarly. Finally, the Kraus operators P TjT =⊗
i∈T P
i
ji
and P TjT =
⊗
i∈T P
i
ji
map the spaces T and T to the subspaces T 1 and T 1 respectively.
Define another state |ϕT 1T ABRjT 〉 := 1√pjT (P
T
jT
⊗ IT ABR)|ψT T ABR〉, where pjT is the probability
of getting the outcome jT , and suppose that we have
ϕT
1T BR
jT = τ
T 1
L ⊗ ψT BR, (114)
where τT 1L =
⊗
i∈T τ
C1i is the maximally mixed state of dimension L on the system T 1. From the
Schmidt decomposition, we know there exists an isometry UAjT : A → A1T AT A which Alice can
perform such that
(IT
1T BR ⊗ UAjT )|ϕT
1T ABR
jT 〉 = |ΦL〉 ⊗ |ψAT T ABR〉, (115)
where the state |ψAT T ABR〉 is the same as the original state |ψT T ABR〉 with the ancillary system
AT substituted for T . The state |ΦL〉 is a maximally entangled state on T 1A1T .
Finally, define the state |υAT T 1ABRj
T
〉 := 1√pj
T
(P TjT ⊗ IAT ABR)|ψ
AT T ABR〉 and suppose again
that we have
υAT T
1AR
jT
= τT 1N ⊗ ψAT AR, (116)
where τT 1N =
⊗
i∈T τ
C1i is the maximally mixed state of dimensionN on the system T 1. Applying
the Schmidt decomposition once more, Bob can perform an isometry V Bj
T
: B → B1T BT B such
that
(IAT T 1AR ⊗ V Bj
T
)|υAT T 1ABRjT 〉 = |Γ
N 〉 ⊗ |ψAT BT ABR〉, (117)
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where the state |ψAT BT ABR〉 is the same as the original state ψT T ABR with the ancillary systems
AT and BT substituted for T and T .
If we apply the isometries UAjT and V
B
jT
to the outcome state |ψT 1T 1ABRJ 〉, the resulting state is
given by
(IT
1T 1R ⊗ UAjT ⊗ V BjT )|ψ
T 1T 1ABR
J 〉
=
1√
pJ
(IT
1T 1R ⊗ UAjT ⊗ V BjT )(P
T
jT
⊗ IT 1ABR)(P TjT ⊗ IT ABR)|ψT T ABR〉
=
1√
pJ
(IT
1A1T AT T 1AR ⊗ V Bj
T
)(P Tj
T
⊗ IT 1A1T AT ABR)(IT 1BR ⊗ UAjT )(P TjT ⊗ IT ABR)|ψT T ABR〉
=
1√
pJ
(IT
1A1T AT T 1AR ⊗ V BjT )(P
T
jT
⊗ IT 1A1T AT ABR)(IT 1BR ⊗ UAjT )
√
pjT |ϕT
1T ABR
jT
〉
=
√
pjT
pJ
(IT
1A1T AT T 1AR ⊗ V BjT )(P
T
jT
⊗ IT 1A1T AT ABR)|ΦL〉 ⊗ |ψAAT T BR〉
=
√
pjT
pJ
(IT
1A1T AT T 1AR ⊗ V BjT )|Φ
L〉 ⊗√pjT |υAT T 1ABRjT 〉
=
√
pjT pjT
pJ
|ΦL〉 ⊗ |ΓN 〉 ⊗ |ψAAT BT BR〉.
(118)
Since the states (IT 1T 1R⊗UAjT ⊗V BjT )|ψ
T 1T 1ABR
J 〉 and |ΦL〉⊗ |ΓN 〉⊗ |ψAAT BT BR〉 are both normal-
ized, we must have pJ = pjT pjT . Hence, in this ideal case, we can achieve a split transfer of the
state ψC1C2...CmBR by letting all the helpers measure their share simultaneously. The decoding by
Alice and Bob will follow once they receive the measurement outcomes.
Proposition 15 (Conditions for a Split-Transfer) Denote the state shared between m helpers and two
receivers (Alice and Bob) by ψT T ABR, with purifying system R. Suppose all the helpers perform incom-
plete measurements on their share of the state ψT T ABR as in the previous paragraphs, yielding a state
|ψT 1T 1ABRJ 〉 := 1√pJ (P TjT ⊗ P TjT ⊗ I
ABR)(|ψT T ABR〉) for an outcome J := (j1, j2, . . . , jm) with proba-
bility pJ , where the Kraus operators P
T
jT
and P Tj
T
map the spaces T and T to the subspaces T 1 and T 1.
If, for the quantum errors Q1I(ψ
T T ABR) and Q2I(ψ
T T ABR), we have
Q1I(ψ
T T ABR) :=
∑
jT
pjT ‖ϕT
1T BR
jT − τT
1
L ⊗ ψT BR‖1 ≤ ǫ
Q2I(ψ
T T ABR) :=
∑
j
T
pjT ‖υ
AT T 1AR
jT
− τT 1N ⊗ ψAT AR‖1 ≤ ǫ′,
(119)
then there exists a split-transfer of the state ψT T ABR with error 2
√
ǫ + 2
√
ǫ′ and entanglement costs
−→
ET =
⊕
i∈T (− logLi) and
−→
ET =
⊕
i∈T (− logNi). The states ϕT
1T BR
jT
and υAT T
1AR
jT
are reduced
density operators for the states |ϕT 1T ABRjT 〉 := 1√pjT (P
T
jT
⊗ IT ABR)|ψT T ABR〉 and |υAT T 1ABRjT 〉 :=
1√
pj
T
(P TjT ⊗ I
AT ABR)|ψAT T ABR〉.
Proof Since the quantum errors Q1I and Q
2
I are bounded from above by ǫ and ǫ
′ respectively,
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Proposition 4 can be applied, which tells us of the existence of isometries UAjT and V
B
j
T
such that
∥∥∥∥
∑
jT
pjT (I
T BR ⊗ UAjT )|ϕT
1T ABR
jT
〉〈ϕT 1T ABRjT |(IT BR ⊗ UAjT )† − ψAT T ABR ⊗ ΦL
∥∥∥∥
1
≤ 2√ǫ
∥∥∥∥
∑
j
T
pjT (I
AT AR ⊗ V BjT )|υ
AT T 1ABR
j
T
〉〈υAT T 1ABRj
T
|(IAT AR ⊗ V BjT )
† − ψAT BT ABR ⊗ ΓN
∥∥∥∥
1
≤ 2
√
ǫ′.
(120)
If we apply the isometries UAjT and V
B
jT
to the state |ψT 1T 1ABRJ 〉 after obtaining outcome J , the
output state ρ of the protocol will be of the form
ρ :=
∑
J
pJ
(
(IT
1T 1R ⊗ UAjT ⊗ V BjT )ψ
T 1T 1ABR
J (I
T 1T 1R ⊗ UAjT ⊗ V BjT )
†
)
=
∑
J
pJ
(
pjT
pJ
(I ⊗ V BjT )(P
T
jT
⊗ I)(I ⊗ UAjT )|ϕT
1T ABR
jT
〉〈ϕT 1T ABRjT |(I ⊗ UAjT )†(P TjT ⊗ I)
†(I ⊗ V BjT )
†
)
=
∑
jT
(I ⊗ V BjT )(P
T
jT
⊗ I)ζ(P TjT ⊗ I)
†(I ⊗ V BjT )
†
=:M(ζ)
(121)
where ζ :=
∑
jT
pjT (I ⊗ UAjT )|ϕT
1T ABR
jT
〉〈ϕT 1T ABRjT |(I ⊗ UAjT )†. It can be seen as the output state
we would get if only the helpers in T wanted to transfer their share of the state to the decoder
A. The mapM, as defined above, corresponds to an LOCC quantum operation acting on ζ which
consists of measurements by the helpers in T followed by an isometry on B. Note that we have
remove some of the superscript notation for the sake of clarity.
Wewould like to bound the trace distance between the output state ρ and the stateψAT BT ABR⊗
ΦL ⊗ ΓN . To achieve this, we introduce the following intermediate state
σ :=
∑
j
T
(I ⊗ V BjT )(P
T
jT
⊗ I)(ψAT T ABR ⊗ ΦL)(P TjT ⊗ I)
†(I ⊗ V BjT )
†
=M(ψAT T ABR ⊗ ΦL)
(122)
and apply the triangle inequality
∥∥∥∥ρ−ψAT BT ABR ⊗ ΦL ⊗ ΓN
∥∥∥∥
1
≤
∥∥∥∥ρ− σ
∥∥∥∥
1
+
∥∥∥∥σ − ψAT BT ABR ⊗ ΦL ⊗ ΓN
∥∥∥∥
1
. (123)
The trace norm
∥∥∥∥σ − ψAT BT ABR ⊗ ΦL ⊗ ΓN
∥∥∥∥
1
is equal to the trace norm appearing in the second
line of eq. (120), and so is bounded from above by 2
√
ǫ′. To bound
∥∥∥∥ρ− σ
∥∥∥∥
1
, we have
∥∥∥∥ρ− σ
∥∥∥∥
1
=
∥∥∥∥M(ζ)−M(ψAT T ABR ⊗ ΦL)
∥∥∥∥
1
≤
∥∥∥∥ζ − ψAT T ABR ⊗ ΦL
∥∥∥∥
1
≤ 2√ǫ.
(124)
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The first inequality holds since the trace distance is non-increasing under quantum operations,
and the second inequality is just the first part of eq. (120). Thus, we have a split-transfer of the
state ψC1C2...CmABR with error 2
√
ǫ+ 2
√
ǫ′. ⊓⊔
With this result in hand, a one-shot split-transfer protocol of the state ψT T ABR where all the
helpers perform simultaneous random measurements on their share can be obtained by two in-
dependent applications of Proposition 5 followed by an application of Proposition 15. We state
the result here.
Proposition 16 (One-Shot Split-Transfer) Let ψT T ABR be an (m+2)-partite pure state, with purify-
ing system R and local dimensions dA, dB , dR. Furthermore, let dT := Πi∈T dCi and dT := Πi∈T dCi be
the dimensions of the systems T and T . Finally, allow the helpers to share additional maximally entangled
states ΦK and ΓM with the decoders.
For each party Ci in the cut T , there exists an instrument Ii = {E ij}Fij=0 consisting of Fi = ⌊
dCiKi
Li
⌋
partial isometries of rank Li and one of rank L
′
i = dCiKi −FiLi < Li such that the overall quantum error
Q1I(ψ
T T ABR ⊗ ΦK) is bounded by
Q1I(ψ
T T ABR ⊗ ΦK) ≤ 2
∑
S⊆T
S6=∅
∏
i∈S
Li
dCiKi
+ 2
√√√√√dT dBdR
∑
S⊆T
S6=∅
∏
i∈S
Li
Ki
Tr
[
(ψST BR)2
]
=: ∆1I . (125)
Similarly, for each helper Ci in the cut T , there exists an instrument Ii = {E ij}Gij=0 consisting of
Gi = ⌊dCiMiNi ⌋ partial isometries of rank Ni and one of rank N ′i = dCiMi − GiNi < Ni such that the
overall quantum error Q2I(ψ
T T ABR ⊗ ΓM) is bounded by
Q2I(ψ
T T ABR ⊗ ΓM ) ≤ 2
∑
S⊆T
S6=∅
∏
i∈S
Ni
dCiMi
+ 2
√√√√√dAT dAdR
∑
S⊆T
S6=∅
∏
i∈S
Ni
Mi
Tr
[
(ψAT SAR)2
]
=: ∆2I . (126)
Then, there exists a split-transfer of the state ψT T ABR with error 2
√
∆1I + 2
√
∆2I . The left hand sides
of eqs. (125) and (126) are bounded from above on average by their right hand sides if we perform random
measurements on all the helpers according to the Haar measure.
Proof The bound on the quantum errorsQ1I andQ
2
I given by eqs. (125) and (126) can be obtained
by two independent applications of Proposition 5 to our setting. We leave the details to the reader.
The existence of a split-transfer with error 2
√
∆1I + 2
√
∆2I will then follow from Proposition
15. Note here that since the helpers have additional entanglement at their disposal, the partial
isometries P TjT and P
T
jT
in Proposition 15 are replaced by P T T 0jT and P
T T 0
jT
. These will act on the
spaces T T 0 and T T 0 respectively, with output spaces corresponding to T 1 and T 1. ⊓⊔
Similarly, for the i. i. d. version, we can treat each quantum error independently and follow a
line of reasoning similar to that in Section VI. We arrive at a variation on Theorem 3:
Theorem 17 (m-Party Split-Transfer) Let ψT T ABR be a purified state which is shared between m
helpers and two receivers (Alice and Bob), with purifying system R. For all non-empty subsets X ⊆ T
and Y ⊆ T , define X and Y as the tensor products ⊗i∈X Ci and⊗i∈Y Ci. Then, the rates −→RT (ψ) :=
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⊕
i∈T (Ri) and
−→
RT (ψ) :=
⊕
i∈T (Ri) are achievable for a split-transfer of ψ
T T ABR iff the following in-
equalities ∑
i∈X
Ri ≥ S(X|XA)ψ (127)
∑
i∈Y
Ri ≥ S(Y|YB)ψ (128)
hold for all non-empty subsets X ⊆ T and Y ⊆ T . The systems X and Y are defined as the complements
of X and Y with respect to the systems T and T respectively.
Proof To prove achievability, we can proceed exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3. That is, we
Schumacher compress the state (ψT T ABR)⊗n, and then perform random measurements on the
helpers with the following bounds on the ranks of the projectors and of the pre-shared entangle-
ment:
0 ≤
∏
i∈X
Li
Ki
≤ 2n(S(XT BR)ψ−S(T BR)ψ−3δ|X |) (129)
0 ≤
∏
i∈Y
Mi
Ni
≤ 2n(S(YT AR)ψ−S(T AR)ψ−3δ|Y|) (130)
for all non empty subsets X ⊆ T and Y ⊆ T . The bounds on the quantum errors Q1I and Q2I
given in Proposition 16 can then be made arbitrarily small. That is, we will have Q1I and Q
2
I
bounded from above by O(2−nδ/2) for some typicality parameter δ. By applying Proposition 15,
we get a split-transfer of the state ψT T ABR with error O(2−nδ/4) and entanglement costs
−→
ET (ψ) =⊕
i∈T (logKi − logLi) and
−→
ET (ψ) =
⊕
i∈T (logMi − logNi). These will satisfy
∑
i∈X
1
n
(logKi − logLi) ≥ S(X|XA) + 3δ|X |
∑
i∈Y
1
n
(logMi − logNi) ≥ S(Y|YB) + 3δ|Y|
(131)
for all non-empty subsets X ⊆ T and Y ⊆ T . An application of the gentle measurement
lemma and the triangle inequality then tell us that we can apply the same protocol on the state
(ψT T ABR)⊗n and obtain a split-transfer with errorO(2−nδ/4)+O(2−cnδ2/2). Since this error goes to
zero as n tends to infinity and δwas arbitrarily chosen, we get back the direct part of the statement
of the theorem.
To get the converse, we can consider any cut X of the helpers in T and look at the preservation
of the entanglement across the cut AX vs XBT R. We assume, for technical reasons, that Li ≤
2O(n) for all i ∈ T . The initial entropy of entanglement across the cut AX vs XBT R is
Ein := nS(AX )ψ +
∑
i∈X
logKi. (132)
At the end of any LOCC operation on the state (ψT T ABR)⊗n, the output state can be seen as
an ensemble {qk, ψkT 1A1T AnAnT T 1B1T BnBnT Rn
} of pure states. Using monotonicity of the entropy of
entanglement under LOCC, we have
nS(AX )ψ +
∑
i∈X
logKi ≥
∑
k
qkS(X 1A1T AnAnT )ψk , (133)
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where X 1 := ⊗i∈X C1i . For any LOCC operation performing a split-transfer of the state
(ψT T ABR)⊗n with error ǫ, we have∑
k
qkF
2(ψkT 1A1T AnAnT T
1
B1
T
BnBn
T
Rn
, ψ⊗nAAT BBT R ⊗ Φ
L ⊗ ΓN ) ≥ (1− ǫ/2)2. (134)
This follows from the definition of a split-transfer (eq. (112)) and the fact that F 2 is linear when
one argument is pure. Using Lemma 21, we can rewrite this as
∑
k
qk
∥∥∥∥ψkT 1A1T AnAnT T 1B1T BnBnT Rn − ψ
⊗n
AAT BBT R
⊗ ΦL ⊗ ΓN
∥∥∥∥ ≤ 2
√
ǫ(1− ǫ/2). (135)
By monotonicity of the trace norm under partial tracing, we get
∑
k
qk
∥∥∥∥ψkX 1A1T AnAnT − ψ
⊗n
AAT
⊗ τA1X ⊗
⊗
i∈X
ΦLi
∥∥∥∥ ≤ 2
√
ǫ(1− ǫ/2). (136)
Using the Fannes inequality (Lemma 22) and the concavity of the η-function, we have
∑
k
qk
∣∣∣∣S(X 1A1T AnAnT )ψk −
∑
i∈X
logLi − nS(AXX )ψ
∣∣∣∣ ≤ (2
∑
i∈T
logLi + n log dA + n log dAT )η(2
√
ǫ(1− ǫ/2))
≤ O(n)η(2
√
ǫ(1− ǫ/2)).
(137)
Finally, using eq. (132), we have
∑
i∈X
1
n
(logKi − logLi) ≥ S(X|XA)ψ −O(1)η(2
√
ǫ(1− ǫ/2)) (138)
for any non empty subset X ⊆ T . Using a similar argumentation, we can show that
∑
i∈Y
1
n
(logMi − logNi) ≥ S(Y|YB)ψ −O(1)η(2
√
ǫ(1− ǫ/2)) (139)
holds for any non empty subset Y ⊆ T . By letting n→∞ and ǫ→ 0, we get the converse. ⊓⊔
If only a single copy of ψT T ABR is available to the involved parties, we can adapt the argument
of Theorem 11 and prove the following result concerning the existence of split-transfer protocols
with error ǫ:
Proposition 18 Given a partition T ⊆ {1, 2, . . . ,m} of the helpers C1, C2, . . . , Cm, let ψT T ABR be a
(m+3)-partite pure state and fix ǫ1, ǫ2 > 0. Then, for any entanglement cost
−→
ET =
⊕
i∈T (logKi−logLi)
and
−→
ET =
⊕
i∈T (logMi − logNi) satisfying
logKS − logLS :=
∑
i∈S
(logKi − logLi) ≥ −Hmin(ψST BR|ψT BR) + 4 log
(
1
ǫ1
)
+ 2|T |+ 8
logMS′ − logLS′ :=
∑
i∈S′
(logMi − logNi) ≥ −Hmin(ψS′AT AR|ψAT AR) + 4 log
(
1
ǫ2
)
+ 2|T |+ 8
(140)
for all non-empty subsets S ⊆ T and S ′ ⊆ T , there exists a split-transfer protocol acting on ψT T ABR with
error ǫ1 + ǫ2.
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Proof The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 11. First, we fix random measurements
for each helper Ci in a manner analogous to Proposition 5. For each helper Ci in T , we have Fi =
⌊dCiKiLi ⌋ random partial isometriesQijUi of rank Li, whereQij is defined as in Proposition 5 and Ui
is a random Haar unitary on CiC
0
i . If FiLi < dCiKi, we also have a partial isometry of rank L
′
i <
Li. Similarly, for each helper Ci in T , we have Gi = ⌊dCiMiNi ⌋ random partial isometries QijUi of
rankNi, and one of rankN
′
i ifGiNi < dCiMi. For a measurement outcome J := (j1, j2, . . . , jm), let
JT =
⊕
i∈T ji be the vector of length t = |T | whose components correspond to the measurement
outcomes for the helpers belonging to the cut T . The i-th element of JT will be denoted by jT ,i.
Define
ωT
1T BR
JT := (Q
T
J UT ⊗ IT BR)ψT T BR(QTJ UT ⊗ IT BR)†, (141)
where QTJ :=
⊗
i∈T Q
i
ji
and the shorthand UT denotes the tensor product
⊗
i∈T Ui. If we apply
Lemma 10 to the state ψT R′ ⊗ τK , where τK :=⊗i∈T τKi and R′ := T ⊗B ⊗R, we get
E
[ F1∑
jT ,1=1
F2∑
jT ,2=1
· · ·
Ft∑
jT ,t
∥∥∥∥ωT 1R′J − LdCT τ
T 1
L ⊗ ψR
′
∥∥∥∥
1
]
≤
∏
i∈T FiLi
dCTK
√√√√
∑
S⊆T
S6=∅
2−(Hmin(ψSR
′ |ψR′ )+logKS−logLS)
≤
√√√√
∑
S⊆T
S6=∅
2−(Hmin(ψSR
′ |ψR′ )+logKS−logLS),
(142)
whereKS =
∏
i∈S Ki.
Using the hypothesis that logKS − logLS ≥ −Hmin(ψSR′ |ψR′) + 4 log
(
1
ǫ1
)
+ 2|T |+ 8, we can
proceed in a manner analogous to the proof of Theorem 11 and get the following bound on the
expectation of the quantum error Q1I(ψ
T T ABR ⊗ ΦK):
E
[ F1∑
jT ,1=0
F2∑
jT ,2=0
· · ·
Ft∑
jT ,t=0
pJT
∥∥∥∥ψT 1T BRJT − τT 1L ⊗ ψT BR
∥∥∥∥
1
]
≤ 2
∑
S⊆T
S6=∅
∏
i∈S
Li
dCiKi
+ E
[ F1∑
jT ,1=1
F2∑
jT ,2=1
· · ·
Ft∑
jT ,t=1
pJT
∥∥∥∥ψT 1T BRJT − τT 1L ⊗ ψT BR
∥∥∥∥
1
]
≤
∑
S⊆T
S6=∅
2ǫ412
Hmin(ψ
S )
22t+8dCS
+
ǫ21
8
≤ ǫ
4
1
2t+7
+
ǫ21
8
≤ ǫ
2
1
4
,
(143)
where t = |T |, pJT = Tr(ωT
1T BR
JT
) and ψT 1T BRJT =
1
pJT
ωT 1T BRJT . In a similar way, we can bound the
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expected value of the quantum error Q2I as follows:
E
[ G1∑
jT ,1=0
G2∑
jT ,2=0
· · ·
Gm−t∑
jT ,m−t=0
pJ
T
∥∥∥∥ψAT T
1
AR
JT
− τT 1N ⊗ ψAT AR
∥∥∥∥
1
]
≤
∑
S′⊆T
S′ 6=∅
2ǫ422
Hmin(ψ
S′ )
22(m−t)+8dCS′
+
ǫ22
8
≤ ǫ
4
2
2m−t+7
+
ǫ22
8
≤ ǫ
2
2
4
.
(144)
From Proposition 15, we can conclude that there exists a split-transfer protocol of error ǫ1+ ǫ2. ⊓⊔
With these results in hand, we can now return to our initial motivation, which was that of
proving that the min-cut entanglement of the state ψC1C2...CmAB can be preserved by letting all the
helpers C1, C2, . . . , Cm perform simultaneous random measurements on their typical subspaces.
To prove this fact, we will need the following corollary to Theorem 17.
Corollary 19 For a pure state ψC1C2...CmAB , we denote by Tmin a cut of the smallest possible size with the
following property:
∀T ⊆ {C1, C2, . . . , Cm} : S(ATmin)ψ ≤ S(AT )ψ. (145)
Then, for the state ψTminT minAB, the right hand side of eq. (127) will be negative for all nonempty sets
X ⊆ Tmin, while the right hand side of eq. (128) will be non-positive for all nonempty sets Y ⊆ T min.
Furthermore, if we have arbitrarily many copies of the state ψC1C2...CmAB at our disposal, we can
perform a split-transfer of the state ψC1C2...CmAB using only local operations and classical communication.
Proof For any non-empty subset X ⊆ Tmin, where Tmin is not the empty set, we have
S(X|XA)ψ = S(TminA)ψ − S(XT minB)ψ
< S(XA)ψ − S(XT minB)ψ
= S(XT minB)ψ − S(XT minB)ψ
= 0,
(146)
where in the second line we have used the fact that S(ATmin)ψ < S(AT ) when T is a cut of size
smaller than |Tmin|.
Similarly, for any non-empty subset Y ⊆ T min, where Tmin is not the whole set
{C1, C2, . . . , Cm}, we have
S(Y|YB)ψ = S(T minB)ψ − S(YTminA)ψ
= S(TminA)ψ − S(YTminA)ψ
≤ 0
(147)
This proves the first part of the corollary.
To get the second part, apply Theorem 17 by setting the Schmidt ranks of the pre-shared maxi-
mally entangled states to beKi = 1 for all i ∈ T andNj = 1 for all j ∈ T . Then, for these particular
values, eqs. (129) and (130) give us bounds on the ranks Li and Mj of projectors corresponding
to measurements performed by Ci ∈ T and Cj ∈ T respectively. Since Li ≥ 1 andMj ≥ 1 must
be satisfied for all i ∈ T and j ∈ T , we need the conditional entropies S(X|XA)ψ and S(Y|YB)ψ
appearing in the upper bounds to
∏
i∈T Li and
∏
j∈T Mj to be negative. Otherwise, the helpers
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will not be able to perform measurements with vanishing quantum errors Q1I and Q
2
I and they
will need to consume additional entanglement.
If some of the conditional entropies S(Y|YB)ψ are equal to zero, we will need to inject an
arbitrarily small amount of singlets between the cut Y vs ATmin or the cut Y vs BY in order to
make S(Y|YB)ψ negative (i.e an EPR pair contributes -1 to the conditional entropy). However, it
is shown in [40] that for pure states, the LOCC class of transformations is not more powerful if we
allow an additional sublinear amount of entanglement. This is due to the fact that we can always
generate EPR pairs between a given cut, using an o(n) amount of copies of the initial state, unless
across that cut the state happens to be in a product state. ⊓⊔
Theorem 20 (Multipartite Entanglement of Assistance [4]) Let ψC1C2...CmAB be a state shared be-
tweenm helpers and two recipients: Alice and Bob. Given many copies of ψC1C2...CmAB, if we allow LOCC
operations between the helpers and the recipients, the optimal ”assisted” EPR rate is given by
E∞A (ψ,A : B) = minT {S(AT )ψ} (148)
Proof Let Tmin be a cut of the smallest size attaining the minimization in eq. (148) and fix some
ǫ > 0. Then, according to Corollary 19, if n is large enough, we can perform a split-transfer
protocol of the state ψTminT minAB with error ǫ. This will produce a state ϕ
AnAnTmin
BnBn
Tmin such that
∥∥∥∥ϕAnAnTmin − (ψAATmin )⊗n
∥∥∥∥
1
≤
∥∥∥∥ϕA
nAnTmin
BnBn
Tmin − (ψAATminBBTmin )⊗n
∥∥∥∥
1
≤ ǫ, (149)
where ψ
AATminBBTmin is the original state ψTminT minAB with the systems ATmin and BT min substi-
tuted for the systems Tmin and T min. Applying the Fannes inequality to eq. (149), we get
∣∣∣∣S(AnAnTmin)ϕ − n(S(AATmin)ψ
∣∣∣∣ ≤ n log(dAdATmin )η(ǫ) (150)
which implies that
S(AnAnTmin)ϕ = n(S(AATmin)ψ ± δ) = n(S(ATmin)± δ), (151)
where δ can be made arbitrarily small by letting ǫ→ 0. Thus, the min-cut entanglement E∞A (ψ) is
arbitrarily well preserved after the split-transfer is performed, and so Alice and Bob can distill at
this rate by applying a standard purification protocol on ϕ
AnAnTmin
BnBn
Tmin . ⊓⊔
IX. DISCUSSION
We have studied the problem of multiparty state merging with an emphasis on how to accom-
plish merging when the participants have access only to a single copy of a quantum state. In the
easier asymptotic i.i.d. setting, the rate region was characterized by a set of “entropic” inequal-
ities which any rate-tuple (R1, R2, . . . , Rm) must satisfy in order to be achievable for merging.
These inequalities define a convex region S in an m-dimensional space, whose axes are the indi-
vidual rates Ri, and where merging can be achieved if the parties have access to many copies of
ψC1C2...CmBR. Our protocol for multiparty state merging distinguishes itself in that any point in
the rate region can be achieved without the need for time-sharing. The main technical challenge
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for showing this was to adapt the decoupling lemma of [4] and the upper bound to the quantum
merging error (Proposition 4 in [4]) to the multiparty setting.
The one-shot analysis of the entanglement cost necessary to perform merging presented more
difficulties than in the asymptotic setting but as compensation yielded greater rewards. Most
notably, because time-sharing is impossible with only a single copy of a quantum state, our in-
trinsically multiparty protocol provides the first method to interpolate between achievable costs
in the multiparty setting. The technical challenge was to derive an upper bound on the quan-
tum error QI(ψ) for a random coding strategy in terms of the min-entropies. We suspect that it
might possible to further improve our bound by replacing the min-entropies with their smooth
variations, but it is unclear how to proceed in order to show this. We leave it as an open problem.
To illustrate the advantages of intrinsic multiparty merging over iterated two-party merging, we
also performed a detailed analysis of the costs incurred by the two strategies for variants of the
embezzling states.
Lastly, we have introduced the split-transfer problem, a variation on the state merging task,
and applied it in the context of multiparty assisted distillation. The main technical difficulty here
was to prove that the helpers in the cut T do not have to wait for the helpers in T to complete
their mergingwith the decoderA before they can proceedwith the transfer of their shares to theB
decoder. The essential ingredients for showing this were the commutativity of the Kraus operators
P TjT and P
T
jT
, and the triangle inequality. The rate region for a split-transfer is composed of two
sub-regions, each corresponding to rates which would be achievable for a merging operation from
T (resp. T ) to A(resp. B) with reference T BR (resp. T AR).
In the context of assisted distillation, the existence of a split-transfer protocol which redis-
tributes the initial pure state ψC1C2...CmAB to the decoders A and B was used to give a non-
recursive proof that the optimal achievable EPR rate under assistance is given by the min-cut
entanglement minT {S(AT )}. It would be interesting to come up with other potential applica-
tions for the split-transfer protocol. Statemergingwas used as a building block for solving various
communication tasks, and we believe split-transfer could be useful in other multipartite scenar-
ios than the assisted distillation context. Alternatively, it could also simplify some of the existing
protocols which rely on multiple applications of the state merging primitive.
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Appendix A: Miscellaneous Facts
For an operatorX, the trace norm is defined as:
‖X‖1 := Tr
√
X†X,
38
and the trace distance of two states ρ and σ is given by D(ρ, σ) = 12‖ρ − σ‖1. An alternative
measure of closeness of two states is given by the fidelity:
F (ρ, σ) :=
(
Tr
√√
ρσ
√
ρ
)
.
If the state ρ := |ψ〉〈ψ| is pure, the fidelity between ρ and σ becomes equal to:
F (|ψ〉〈ψ|, σ) =
√
〈ψ|σ|ψ〉 =
√
Tr(ρ|ψ〉〈ψ|)
These two measures of closeness are related as follows:
Lemma 21 [41] For states ρ and σ, the trace distance is bounded by
1− F (ρ, σ) ≤ D(ρ, σ) ≤
√
1− F 2(ρ, σ).
Lemma 22 (Fannes Inequality [42]) Let ρ and σ be states on a d-dimensional Hilbert space, with ‖ρ −
σ‖1 ≤ ǫ. Then |H(ρ) − H(σ)| ≤ η(ǫ) log d, where η(x) = x − x log x for x ≤ 1ǫ . When x > 1ǫ , we set
η(x) = x+ log ǫǫ .
Lemma 23 (Gentle Measurement Lemma [43]) Let ρ be a subnormalized state (i.e ρ ≥ 0 and Tr[ρ] ≤
1). For any operator 0 ≤ X ≤ I such that Tr[Xρ] ≥ 1− ǫ, we have∥∥∥∥
√
Xρ
√
X − ρ
∥∥∥∥
1
≤ 2√ǫ
Appendix B: Proof of eq. (38)
Lemma 24 For n copies of a state ψC1C2...CmBR, let ΠB˜ ,ΠC˜1 ,ΠC˜2 , . . . ,ΠC˜m ,ΠR˜ be the projectors onto
the typical subspaces B˜, C˜1, C˜2, . . . , C˜m and R˜ respectively. Then, we have
ΠB˜C˜M R˜ := ΠB˜ ⊗ΠC˜1 ⊗ . . .⊗ΠC˜m ⊗ΠR˜ ≥ ΠB˜ +ΠC˜1 + . . .+ΠC˜m +ΠR˜ − (m+ 1)IB˜C˜M R˜, (B1)
where ΠB˜ is a shorthand for ΠB˜ ⊗ IC1C2...CmR, and similarly for ΠC˜1 ,ΠC˜2 , . . . ,ΠC˜m and ΠR˜.
Proof The projection operators involved in the proof statement pairwise commute, and thus, are
simultaneously diagonalizable. Let {|ei〉} be a common eigenbasis for these projectors. Then any
eigenvector |ei〉with ΠB˜C˜M R˜|ei〉 = |ei〉 satisfies(
ΠB˜ +ΠC˜1 + . . .+ΠC˜m +ΠR˜ − (m+ 1)I
)
|ei〉 = |ei〉.
If |ei〉 is any eigenvector with ΠB˜C˜M R˜|ei〉 = 0, then it must be in the kernel of at least one of the
projection operators ΠB˜ ,ΠC˜1 ,ΠC˜2 , . . . ,ΠC˜m and ΠR˜, which implies that(
ΠB˜ +ΠC˜1 + . . .+ΠC˜m +ΠR˜ − (m+ 1)IB˜C˜M R˜
)
|ei〉 = λi|ei〉,
where λi ≤ 0. Using both of these observations, we have
ΠB˜C˜M R˜ =
∑
Π
B˜C˜M R˜
|ei〉=|ei〉
|ei〉〈ei| ≥
∑
Π
B˜C˜M R˜
|ei〉=|ei〉
|ei〉〈ei|+
∑
Π
B˜C˜MR˜
|ei〉=0
λi|ei〉〈ei|
= ΠB˜ +ΠC˜1 + . . .+ΠC˜m +ΠR˜ − (m+ 1)IB˜C˜M R˜
(B2)
⊓⊔
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Appendix C: SmoothingHmax
Lemma 25 Suppose the density operator ρ has eigenvalues r = (r1, . . . , rd) with rj ≥ rj+1. Then
Hǫmax(ρ) ≥ 2 logmin


k−1∑
j=1
√
rj : k such that
d∑
j=k+1
rj ≤ ǫ
2
2

 . (C1)
Proof By Lemma 16 of [18], Hǫmax(ρ) is equal to the minimum of Hmax(ρ) over all positive
semidefinite operators ρ no more than ǫ away from ρ as measured by the purified distance. This
measure is a bit awkward to work with for our purposes, but it is bounded above by
√
2‖ρ−ρ‖1/21
by eq. (49). Therefore,
Hǫmax(ρ) ≥ min {Hmax(ρ) : ‖ρ− ρ‖1 ≤ δ} (C2)
for δ = ǫ2/2 and we will try to estimate the right hand side of the inequality.
Let ρ be a positive semidefinite operator such that ‖ρ − ρ‖1 ≤ δ and let r = (r1, . . . , rd) be
the eigenvalues of ρ, ordered such that rj ≥ rj+1. We will identify r and r with their associated
diagonal matrices. Then (see [24])
‖r − r‖1 ≤ ‖ρ− ρ‖1, (C3)
but Hmax(r) = Hmax(ρ) and Hmax(r) = Hmax(ρ) so we may assume without loss of generality
that ρ and ρ are simultaneously diagonal with diagonal entries in non-increasing order. We can
therefore dispense with ρ and ρ, discussing only r and r from now on.
By Theorem 3 of [31], Hmax(r) = 2 log
∑
j
√
rj , which is monotonically decreasing in each rj .
This implies that a minimizing r must satisfy rj ≥ rj . If not, redefining rj = rj decreases ‖ρ− ρ‖1
and Hmax(r) at the same time.
We will now argue that there is a minimizing r such that there is a j0 for which rj = rj for
all j < j0 and rj = 0 for all j > j0. Let s = (s1, . . . , sd) be any vector such that sj ≥ sj+1 ≥ 0
and sj ≤ rj , that is, a vector that is a possible candidate for a minimizer. Suppose that s does
not have the prescribed form, that is, there is a j0 such that sj0 < rj0 but sj0+1 6= 0. Consider the
family of vectors t(γ) that arise by transferring γ from sj0+1 to sj0 defined by t(γ)j0 = sj0 + δ,
t(γ)j0+1 = sj0+1 − δ and tj = sj for j 6∈ {j0, j0 + 1}.
It is easy to check that for sufficiently small γ, it will be the case that ‖r − t(γ)‖1 ≤ ‖r − s‖1.
Moreover, defining f(γ) =
∑
j
√
t(γ)j , we have that
df
dγ
∣∣∣
γ=0
=
1
2
√
sj0
− 1
2
√
sj0+1
, (C4)
which is nonpositive since sj0 ≥ sj0+1. For sufficiently small γ then, Hmax(t(γ)) ≤ Hmax(s). (If
sj0 = 0, the derivative does not exist but the conclusion can be confirmed by looking at finite
differences.) So, if s were a minimizer, it is possible to either construct a new minimizer of the
prescribed form or reach a contradiction by further decreasingHmax.
The statement of the lemma follows by evaluatingHmax on a minimizer of the prescribed form.
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